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NHL Scores
Washington
Calgary

3
2

St. Louis
Tampa Bay

3
2

Detroit
Los Angelos

9
4

NBA Scores
Orlando
Denver

121
93

Toronto
Miami

98
87

Cleveland
Charlotte

110
100

New Jersey 101
Indiana
92
Houston
Dallas

121
106

Actor found dead in
hotel room

ROME - Martin Balsam,
a character actor who won
an Oscar for "A Thousand
Clowns" and appeared in
scores of films starting with
"On the Waterfront," was
found dead this morning in
a Rome hotel, police said.
He was 76.
The cause of death was
not immediately clear, said
police spokeswoman OrneUaMigliaccio.
Balsam was found lying
on the floor near his bed at
the Rlpetta Residence, an
upscale, residential hotel in
the center of Rome, Migliaccio said.
His Italian agent, Vittorio
Squillante, said Balsam had
been staying at the hotel for
about two weeks while on
vacation. Squillante said he
was unaware of any recent
health problems the actor
may have had.
ftalMm was born Nov. 4,
1919, In the Bronx area of
New York City. He studied
at the Actors Studio, where
Lee Strasberg taught
"method" acting to a generation of film stars like Marlon Brando, Paul Newman
and Rod Steiger.

North Korean
leader's wife seeks
asylum

SEOUL, South Korea - An
estranged wife of shadowy
North Korean leader Kim
Jong II apparently has gone
underground to seek asylum in South Korea, a newspaper said today.

Quote of
the day
"Bowling Green's
colors dale all the way
back to the midj twenties, and the
Browns didn't come
along until after
World War II."
••Carder McLean.
University Public
Relations associate
dlrcilin of ft
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Toledo's electric
bill may increase
Bnndon Wray
TheBGNews
The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio conducted a public
hearing in Perrysburg last week
to hear citizens' concerns on the
proposed Toledo Edison rate increases.
Toledo Edison wants to increase rates to produce $35.2 million In new revenue. The rate
hike will translate into a 4.17
percent Increase in the average
customer's MIL
The public is not in favor of the
increase according to Dick
Kimmins,
spokesman for the commision
who attended the Perrysburg
meeting.
"The people at this meeting are
the customers who will be most
affected, the homeowners and
small business owners, and they
were obviously not happy with

the proposed increase," Kimmins
said.
"People raised the issue of why
the customers should suffer
when the company continues to
pay dividends to its stockholders," Kimmins said. "Another
concern was the safety and cost
of operating the Perry and Davis
Besse nuclear power plants."
According to Lee Voroski, deputy media director for the
commission, Toledo Edison is
calling for the first increase
since 1989 after examining its
operating costs.
"Toledo Edison looked at the
coat of operating its plants and
they re-evaluated their assets
and decided that a rate increase
was justified," Veroski said.
The commission will vote in six
weeks on whether or not to authorize the increase. In 1989
Toledo Edison asked for a 32 percent rate increase-

APA sponsors events
to teach about Africa
of "Africa: Seeing the Past and
the Present."
An African Art Exhibit will beThe African People's Associa- gin on Feb. 20 and run through
tion will sponsor several events March 31 In the McFall Art Galto teach the University commu- lery.
nity about Africa
"All people know [about
Leo Gadzekpo, American CulAfrica] is what they see in the ture studies graduate student
media, which can be far from the from Ghana, will feature his art
truth," said Michael Abhullmen, work in the exhibit The theme of
a chemistry graduate student his work is "Masks and Jazz."
from Nigeria and president of
"I'm trying to link the cultural
the APA. "They fall to realize the
culture, and the beauty of peo- heritage of Africa and the present for Africans and people of
ple."
African descent with my art,"
The organization will sponsor
week-long events with the theme
See AFRICA, page three.
Dawn Keller
TheBGNews
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Alec Davidson passes a Valentine card to Alex White Tuesday afternoon at the Child Development
Center,

Gramm drops out of presidential race
John King
The Associated Press
CONCORD, N.H. - Battered by
back-to-back defeats in Iowa and
Louisiana, Texas Sen. Phil
Gramm called top supporters
around the country Tuesday
night and told them he would quit
the Republican presidential race,
GOP sources said
Gramm planned an afternoon
announcement Wednesday in
Washington.

Gramm's departure would
leave an eight-man GOP field,
with one week to go before the
New Hampshire primary. It also
would remove from the race a
dogged conservative campaigner
who early on was viewed by Sen.
Bob Dole's campaign as the
biggest threat to his status as the
GOP front-runner.
But Gramm's campaign never
realized its promise, and he was
facing dim prospects in New
Hampshire after being stunned

by Pat Buchanan in Louisiana
last week and then placing a distant fifth Monday in Iowa's caucuses.
Gramm abruptly canceled
afternoon campaign events in
New Hampshire on Tuesday and
flew back to Washington to meet
with friends and advisers and assess his prospects. By early
evening, he was calling top supporters around the country and
informing them of his plans to
quit, according to three GOP

sources who spoke on condition
of anonymity. Several top
Gramm aides also were informing friends and associates, the
sources said.
"When you run fifth in Iowa, an
important state, you would have
to be brail, dead not to take a look
at where you are and what you're
doing," Gramm told reporters
before leaving New Hampshire
"One of the things that we're going to try to do this afternoon and
tonight is to take a look at where

we are.
Several of Gramm's top supporters had urged him to quit the
campaign and concentrate on his
Texas Senate race. But a few advisers wanted him to hold on
through the Feb. 20 leadoff New
Hampshire primary in case Dole
faltered.
Jim Courtovich, Gramm's New
Hampshire campaign manager,
said earlier Gramm canceled
See GRAMM, page four.

Dole seeks refuge
"The Army was Donald's life and I am happy in New Hampshire
that he was doing what he liked doing most

Ohioan killed in Bosnia buried Tuesday
Mitch welst
The Associated Press
KENTON, Ohio - Just 70 miles
north of the base where the Bosnian peace accord was negotiated, the first American killed
In the peacekeeping mission was
buried Tuesday.
Army Sgt. Donald A. Dugan, a
38-year-old career soldier, died
Feb. 3 in northern Bosnia, after
picking up ammunition that exploded in his hands.
"The Army was Donald's life
and I am happy that he was doing
what he liked doing most when he
died - his Job with the Army,"
said his widow, Miriam.
"He truly believed in the mission in Bosnia and was happy
when he left. This is the way I
will always remember him," she
said
Dugan's three daughters and
son also attended the funeral at

when he died - his job with the Army."

John Klnq
The Associated Press
CONCORD, N.H. - Iowa sent
Bob Dole to New Hampshire as a

Miriam Dugan teetering front-runner in a drawidow matically refigured Republican
St. John United Church of Christ.
Gov. George Voinovlch was
among the 300 mourners.
Dugan was bom in this northwest Ohio city and grew up on
the family dairy farm 10 miles
away, near Ridgeway, a village of
about 400 people.
A bone-chilling wind later
whipped graveside flowers at
Grove Cemetery, where an honor
guard fired a 21-gun salute. Soldiers removed the U.S. flag from

the casket and presented it to
Mrs. Dugan.
In a statement, the Dugan family expressed hope for a lasting
peace in Bosnia and regret that
U.S. troops were sent to enforce
it
The family "would like to urge
the U.S. government to give more
consideration before sending
troops into another hostile country for peacekeeping action," the
statement said

presidential race. With Pat Buchanan and Lamar Alexander the
new threats to topple him, Dole
sought refuge in New Hampshire's version of the ideological
center.
The stakes in the week to come
couldn't be higher for Dole.
After a weak win in Iowa,
where he was heavily favored,
most Republicans not Involved In
the race said Dole still was best
positioned to win the nomination.
But many were hedging their
bets.

To those holding this view, Buchanan is too flawed, and controversial, a candidate to win the
nomination. And despite a boost
from his third-place Iowa showing, Alexander is short of money
and has little organization
beyond New Hampshire, meaning he probably gets one shot at
Dole.
"My feeling has been that
these moves on Dole have been
too little, too late," said GOP pollster Ed Goeas, who Is neutral in
the presidential race. "That still
may be the case, but Iowa opened
the door a little bit."
Hoping to slam it shut. Dole arrived In New Hampshire making
the case he was the candidate of
See DOLE, page six.
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Matt Pierce sighs for Q-Pid
Political prisoner
unjustly incarcerated
Febuary 7th was the National
Day of Student Unrest in support
of Mumia Abu-Jamal. Mumia is,
at present, the only political
prisoner on death row in the
United States, and he is awaiting
a new date for his delayed execution. The evidence against Mumia is one problem. He was convicted of a murder he did not
commit. The order of events that
preceded the shooting of a Philidelphla police officer was Mumia driving past an officer who
was beating a black man, who
happened to be Mumia's brother,
as the bars were closing and the
crowds let out. In the end, the
officer lay dead and Mumia was
shot. Despite overwhelming evidence the Mumia was not guilty
of the crime, he was convicted
and sentenced nonetheless.
Mumia is a victim of our courts
and justice system. He is behind
bars twenty-two hours a day in
hopes that he will be silenced.
Mumia's association with the
Black Panther Party and The Association of Black Journalist,
both of which stand to expose the
racist Philidelphla police, was
used to argue his guilt of a crime
he did not commit The radical
nature of these groups and their
critcism of our government, justice system, and law enforce-

ment led to Mumia's imprisonment and death sentence, ultimately in hopes of silencing is
views.
Some police forces have made
It their "cause" to silence Mumia
from his cell, also, by attempting
to make material written by
deathrow Inmates illegal to be
published. It is for reasons such
as this that Mumia's conviciton
and sentencing should not go unquestioned. It is important to
support political prisoners such
as Mumia Abu-Jamal. The nature
of his associations, those of radically dissenting groups, has
cause the "justice system" of
Philidelphia to try and silence
such views by using a popular
Black journalist as an example to
all others who may follow. The
execution of Mumia should not
be allowed to take place and has
already been delayed because of
internation and national outcry.
Make an effort to educate yourself and others about Mumia's
fight for life, and make it known
that the silencing of radically
dissenting views or any beliefs
will not be tolerated by supporting Mumia Abu-Jamal.
Michael Stipkala
Freshman
Art Major

This past week my perception
of the world has been directed
inward and, as a result, I must
offer you a frivolous column. The
problem is, I spent the last two
weeks falling in love. I worry
about this. When people meet and
fall in love, do they forget about
"the revolution?" Are their present ideologies cemented for et em it y because they are too busy
pining for their sweetness to
think critically?...But I digress.
This column is about Valentine's Day, thus making it the
third on the topic in a week.
(Bowling Green, the home of intellectual political thought!) Today is, in fact, Valentine's Day
and I am surrounded by bitter
cynics railing against this
"Hallmark holiday." In the loveless February 14ths of my past, I
stood proud amongst their ranks,
spewing bile against those suckered in to fattening corporate
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When people meet
and fall in love, do
they forget about "the
revolution?"
Once again, I apologize for the
politically unimportant nature of
this column, and hope that it will
not become a trend during my
ongoing relationship with Danielle Siiiigh. See? Look at me getting distracted. Couples who can
reconcile the bliss of their duality with a social concious, I
commend you.
Matt Pierce is a starry-eyed
Wednesday columnist who can
give you his single friends' numbers if you contact him at
mattp9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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"A Commitment to Excellence"

Jay Young
News editor

America's wallet, buying candy
and flowers based on guilt and a
sense of requirement rather than
actual feelings of love But then I
met Danielle. Slliigh. Q-Pid's
(Fresh for '96) timing was Impeccable, and for the first time I
am looking forward to Valentine's Day.
However, having been a cynical single for so many years, I
have no trouble sympathizing
with their plight. How is one to
feel on a day devoted to mushy
sentiments usually found In Marian Carey songs (Not the Ol'
Dirty Bastard one, though)? You
are forced to wallow in your own

can cuddle with their schnookywookums (technical term).

A SPECIAL VAI£NTIMES DA/ CARP TOR THOSE WHO ftLXEXvED MOA/E

The BG News
Dawn Keller
Managing editor

Pierce

loneliness, and reacting angrily
against el amor is a fairly
rational reaction.
Where I do not agree with antiValentiners is in their assertion
that Valentine's Day Is a completely worthless holiday. We
should hold a mass screening of
"A Charlie Brown Christmas" so
that all can see that through all
the commercialization, hype and
insincerity, holidays DO have
deeper meanings. Is there a real
problem with one day a year devoted to the beautiful concept of
romantic love between two or
more people, a day positioned
right on the doorstep of spring,
when this hemisphere's living
things break out of hibernation
and Seasonal Affective Disorder
dissipates? I don't believe so.
Singles, then, should spend the
day enjoying the love of their
closest friends and looking forward to the day when they, too.
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Faculty must acton expectations
At the beginning of this semester, we all began going to our new
classes, complete with new
classmates, new material and
new professors. Now that it Is the
fifth week of classes, we have
settled into a monotonous routine
that has become the familiar
model of what class is "supposed" to be like: professors lecture and students take notes
without thinking twice.
This phenomenon demonstrates how the quality of education and teaching Is decreasing at
Bowling Green State University.
While we realize that there are
members of the faculty who are
highly effective instuctors, it Is
time to do something about the
vast number of members who are
not. Faculty members have certain expectations of them. Few
faculty members are aware of
these expectations. This seems
strangely ironic, because it U the
students' future that depends on
their education. Therefore, they
deserve to expect quality teaching In their classes. We realize
that many of the faculty members are busy people, but they
should not treat us as if we were
Impediments to their other work
of writing, researching or experimenting. We must remember
that this university exists primarily to educate and provide intellectual stimulation and growth
to all of 1U students. The vehicle
for learning Is our professors. It
Is the students who pay the faculty's salaries. Therefore, they deserve the best teaching effort out
of their instuctors. The faculty
has the obligation to listen and
respond to the students' expectations.
A group of students Interested
in the Improvement of their education came together to form an
organization designed to make

the faculty aware of the students'
expectations of their instructors.
This group. Students for Quality
Education (SQE), hopes that
these expectations can help the
faculty to improve their teaching
skills In order to live up to the
students' expectations.
A teacher's job goes deeper
than being well-prepared, willing
to help and fair In grading. In
fact, it goes even deeper than
having a love for teaching and
having a thorough knowledge of
the material. One common fault
of faculty members is that they
underestimate their students. As
freshman Rachel Vigil said, "I
don't want a teacher to assume
that I need to be catered to, yet I
appreciate the opportunity to
freely ask questions and be able
to seek help without reservation." Teachers need to push
their students to reach their
fullest potential; students will
accept the challenge. "Although
it is no replacement for personal
motivation, an instructor that
demands more from students Is
probably going to get more,"
comments Justin Dolske.
Not only do students expect
teachers to motivate and challenge them, but students feel that
the attitude of their instructor is
an essential component of being
a "good" instuctor. Jennifer
Wenrich commented that "A
teacher should be enthusiastic,
fair, and excited about teaching."
The faculty should be expected
to "capture and retain interest,"
in the words of Virginia Morrison. Teachers who demonstrate
enthusiasm and energy in the
classroom seem to create a stimulating learning environment
for students, increasing the students' Interest In the material
and creating the same enthusiasm in the students.

Faculty members must also
strive to create an environment
conductive to learning by not
only allowing, but encouraging
questions and comments from
students. They should not express an attitude toward the students that makes them feel as if
their question was stupid, irrelevant or not worth asking. Certainly a tone like this cannot foster Intellectual curiosity or promote learning. Teaching necessitates an understanding of students' different leaning styles as
well as an ability to teach using a
variety of techniques. These include supplementary readings,
visual aids, oral and written essays or exams, and interactive
learning and motivational methods. To accommodate all students, it is necessary to utilize
these methods, even in lecture
Along with creating a stimulating learning environment, teachers are also expected to "strive to
improve the Intellectual skills of
students in various ways," as
sophomore Carrie Williamson
states. "A teacher should
strongly critque the students'
writing and verbal communication skills. This critique can only
help propel the student to greater
clarity of communication, an essential quality of all citizens."
The teachers should spend the
extra time grading assignments,
writing and verbal communcation skills. This critique can only
help propel the student to greater
clarity of communication, an essential quality of all citizens."
The teachers should spend the
extra time grading assignments,
writing comments of both praise
and criticism where necessary.
In order that students can become conscious of their
strengths and weaknesses. Stu-

dents are less likely to improve
their skills if they are unaware of
what they are doing wrong.
It is also expected that teachers improve intellectual skills by
"teaching material beyond the
textbook," as freshman Stacey
LaplnsU asserts. As Stephen
Brown puts it, "Most students
have the ability to read and memorize a textbook, and I feel that
it is a waste of my time and intellect to hear someone who rehashes what is already in front of
me."
An additional expectation of
teachers Is that a professor
should, in the words of Matt
Hurlburt, "attempt to guide students along a path to greater
awareness." This is no small
task, but a professor can begin to
achelve this goal by Introducing
the students to new ideas, presenting topics from alternative
viewpoints In addition to his or
her own, and showing students
that textbooks are not the only
authority on a topic by bringing
in outside materials and sources
into the classroom.
Now that we have publicly
voiced some of our expectations
of faculty. It is imperative that
the faculty as well as other students respond. After all. It is our
future that depends on the quality of teaching For those students
and faculty who are Interested In
more of our expectations, there
Is a World Wide Web page that Is
set up on tins subject. The ad
dress
la:
http://pizza.bgsu.edU/kvaughn/A
S250H/quality.html, and you can
also contact SQE at: Quallty9mailserver.bgsu.edu If you
have any comments on this subject or are Interested In becoming part of this organization.
Amy Strieker and Laurie Blank
are guest columnists.
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Student will bike Iowa assures timely graduation
to raise awareness
DiriiWimock
The BC News

Genell Pavellch
The BC News

One University student will be
traveling more than 3,000 miles
on his bike this summer to raise
awareness about people with disabilities.
Jim Vassallo, Junior psychology major and member of the Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity, will travel
with 59 other PI Kappa Phi members from Universities across
the country on a 63 day "Journey
of Hope".
The bike route starts on June
10 in San Francisco, CA. and will
continue through different
states, reaching its final stop in
Washington, D.C. on Aug. 10.
The Journey of Hope team will
be traveling to various cities
across the United States to talk
about PUSH America, a non-profit organization founded by Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity.
Vassallo, who raised more than
$5,000 through corporate sponsorship to qualify for the Journey
of Hope, said he thought this was
a great project to get involved
with.
•This is something I've always
wanted to do and it should be a lot
of fun," he said. "It should be a
challenge to bike across the
country, but it is for a great
cause."
The members of the Journey of
Hope team will travel 75 miles a
day during the trip. The teams
are representatives from various
colleges and universties across
the country. Vassallo is repre-

This is something I've
always wanted to do
and it should be a lot
of fun."
Jim Vassallo
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity member

senting the University's chapter
of PI Kappa Phi fraternity.
PUSH America, founded in
1977, raises money and awareness for people with disabilities.
In the past, the money from
PUSH America has helped to
build playgrounds and other
adaptive equipment for the disabled.
Chris Orr, special events director of PUSH America, said the
team will visit more than 60 cities during the event to help promote awareness in the different
communities.
"We are trying to create a better understanding for people
with disabilities," Orr said.
This Is the ninth year for the
Journey of Hope, which started
in 1988 with 18 members traveling across the country. As well as
raising awareness in the
different communities, the team
will raise more than $300,000 for
future educational projects and
programs.
Since its founding, more than
18 years ago, PUSH America has
raised more than $3 million.

Recently the University of
Iowa administered a four-year
plan for incoming freshmen,
assuring them they would
graduate on time, or the university would pick up the cost
for additional courses.
Although Bowling Green has
no such plan for students, they
do offer help and advising as
an attempt to allow students to
graduate after four years.
Adrian Tio, associate dean of
student affairs for the College
of Arts and Sciences, said there
are many responsibilities for
advisers in order to aid students in their scheduling.
"We're pretty approachable," Tio said. "We bring them
up to speed and verify they did
make the requirements."
Tio explained the difficulty

behind assuring a student
graduation after four years is
with requirements for specialty degrees and those programs
Involving more prerequisites.
"Some degree programs are
not designed to get out in four
years," Tio said. "It really
takes time."
The program instituted by
the University of Iowa began
with this year's freshmen, the
class of 1999. If they chose to
participate, students were required to sign a contract assuring them of graduation if they
upheld their portion of the
deal.
Michael Ban-on, Iowa director of Admissions, said the
program is beneficial to students because they have a goal
and motivation to finish within
the allotted amount of time.
"If you do the right kinds of
things, the University will pro-

AFRICA
Continued from page one.

Gadzekpo said.
Samuel Alton, a geography
professor, will speak about the
"Development of Africa: Ironies,
Contradictions and Prospects" on
Feb. 22 in 110 Business Administration at 5 p.m.

On Feb. 24, the organization
will sponsor the African People's
Association Dinner and Cultural
Extravaganza at 6 p.m. at St.
Thomas More.
The extravaganza will include
traditional African dances by a
dance and masquerade troupe,
African story telling, African
poetry, a fashion show and food
from 30 different African presentations.

Alton will address misconceptions about the look of the continent, contraditions which Africans
There is no charge for the
face and the abundance of prospects for the continent. He will extravaganza, however, the oralso talk about the hope for a ganization will accept donations
to send to "A Dollar for a Child."
greater Africa.

vide a remedy if you have
difficulty in getting into a
course," Barren said. "We will
seek and find a remedy for
them."
A total of four steps will be
taken by the administration to
assure the program is effective. They will substitute
courses, recommend an independent study program, waive
the requirement or as a last resort the University will pick up
the cost of tuition exceeding
the four year maximum.
Tio said both the academic
and faculty advisers are
trained to deal with the problems that arise with scheduling
and other conflicts. He said
they are trained by the people
that proceeded them in their
department to advise students
how to complete their degree
requirements within the allotted amount of time.

SEND YOUR
VALENTINE

"Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

"The biggest majority of
[students] roll out of here in
four years," Tio said. "You are
expected to do more now...it's a
real dilemma."
Barren said the purpose of
the program is to have the option available to students,
without forcing their participation.

"It is our goal to graduate
every student on time however
that student defines it," Barron
said. "But some students arent
prepared to graduate in four
years."
According to Tio, University
students who wish to graduate
in four years need to keep at
least 15-16 hours per semester,
without failing a course or
without having an abundance
of prerequisites for a certain
degree.

isonelloV
203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166
0p«n lor Lunch
For Valentine's Dou
Horn- 1pm

F"W* B91 Any special pnesj apply Good al an locations
SSa laF Pizzas> <can be seni to 2nd party Call lor details
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Local post offices prepare
for Valentine's onslaught
name," he said. "But we don't
know who it's for. Hopefully,
when someone doesn't comment
The post offices get a little hec- an it or realizes they didn't get
tic in Bowling Green around Val- something, they'll think, 'Maybe
entine's Day, according to local it's at the post office,' but if not,
post office officials.
we can't help them get It"
University Post Office DirecClemens said there are a few
tor James Clemens said the mail things students can do to help the
Is three times as heavy around post office employees.
"Make sure you have the first
Valentine's Day.
" "We have to work extra hard to and last name and full address on
get everything done," Clemens anything you want to mail," he
said. "Ninety-nine percent of the said. "Although It doeant make
mail that comes in Is sorted and much sense to the sender, maildelivered the same day."
ing it early will really help us
However, Clemens said there out"
are problems with Valentine's
Herb Wallace, supervisor of
Day mail.
Customer Service of the Wood
"People just put first names or County Post Office, said they
residence halls on packages and process about SO percent more
cards, and we dont know who It's mall around Valentine's Day.
supposed to go to," he said.
However, Wallace said the em"We have one package here ployees are prepared for the on with candy and a tie and a first slaught of mail.
Dm Kellir
The BG News

'Hopefully, when
someone doesn't
comment on it or
realizes they didn't
get something, they'll
think, 'Maybe it's at
the post office,' but if
not, we can't help
them get it."

James Clemens

University Post Office Director

"We have extra people come in
Just to help," he said. "It's all preplanned."
Wallace said local residents
can really help by not waiting to
the last minute to mail cards, letters and packages.

Jim SulkrfllM AiMcUtrd Pma

Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head walk along 23rd St, as they bead towards the 1996 Toy Fair in New York
City. The Potato Heads were recently announced as the official "Spokeibudi" to help get oat the
vote this election year with the League of Women Voters Education Fond.

Cleveland businesses expect worst
early on Sundays just so the fans
could come in here and shop before the games," said Koenig
The city of Cleveland will have manager Eric Young. "We probprofessional football again by ably are going to fed the nega1999, but some businesses in the tive effects the most since we're
greater Cleveland area that de- the closest store to the stadium."
pend heavily on Browns-related
Chef Beanie Bateman, manbusiness will experience a drop ager of George G's Restaurant
In revenue until that time.
and Sports Bar in Cleveland, said
Cleveland area restaurants, he echoed Young's concerns.
"We're all going to have to bite
bars and sports merchandise
stores will all feel the sting of the the bullet for the next couple of
NFL's approval to move the cur- years," he said. "It's a letdown
for all of Cleveland. We're hoping
rent Browns team to Baltimore.
Koenig Sporting Goods, lo- people will still want to come and
cated in the downtown Galleria. watch other games on Sundays,
have always depended on busi- but the excitement wont be
there."
ness from Browns fans.
"The places that will feel the
"We used to open the store
Jack Buehrer
The BC News

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on these apartments...

Columbia Court
East Merry
Field Manor
Frazee Avenue

greatest affects are the pU
downtown, close to the stadium. I
Just hope that it's not bad enough
to shut them down."
The NFL's recent decision to
keep the Browns' logo and colors
intact will help to cushion the
blow for these Cleveland establishments.
"Well sOU be able to carry
Browns' merchandise, but it
wont be as big for the next couBeanie Bateman
ple of years,'* Young said. "Right
now, all of our Browns' paramanager of George G's Restaurant and Sports Bar
phenalia is on sale, but once we
:
%r
get another team by 1999, sales
Cleveland.
better. It's going to be rough until
will definitely pick up again."
"Once we find out that another then, but once the Browns are
Bateman also expects to see an
improvement in business by the team is officially moving to back home, It will be just like old
time another team moves into Cleveland, things will start to get times again."

"It's a letdown for all of Cleveland. We're
hoping people will still want to come and
watch other games on Sundays, but the
excitement won't be there."

'•:■■
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Browns' colors may be from BGSU
the departing team to leave its
name and colors in Cleveland.
Gardner McLean, University
An old myth that former Public Relations associate direcBrowns owner Paul Brown a- tor of news services, said he has
dopted the traditional orange and heard the rumor, but does not
brown from the University res- know of its truth or falsity.
"Bowling Green's colors date
urfaced after NFL owners forced
Jack Buehrer
The BG News
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... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

COMCICTOFF
SOMC STCflM
with liva music from

352-0717

STREAK
10pm - torn
18 fll over uickoma

Everything's Coming Up

HEARTS and FLOWERS
Love lasts all year • but one special day. Feb 14. is set
aside IO celebrate the feeling The beat way to show how
you feel la a gift from Klou Floral and Garden Center.

For Your One
and Only

5*e Ut For Great
Valiataai Oafc
Maaa

C arnullv arranfexl of
wrapped with -our
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.marhed Is an xScii
»ay io wv
1 Law You '

• Balloons
•» Plush Animal*
• Cards
»Stfc

Arrangement*

Eftfov The Beauty tt

v And So Much

Lovely Lace and
Beautiful Blooms
A Startling
Arrangement In White
Wicker Basket
Starting

$

25

High Quality Crystal
Vase Filled with Romantic
Roses...bound to impress
your special someone.
Surtlnc
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February 14,1996
—
Time: 11:30 am -1:00 pm,
4:30 pm-6:00 pm
at Commons, Founders, Harshman,
and McDonald Dining Halls
LEMON POUND CAKE
STUDENT-DAN AUSLANDER
SOPHOMORE-FOUNDERS QUAD.

00

—Simply Elegant—
• Order
Now To
Ensure
Timely
Delivery!

Taste & Vote For Your Favorite
— ^ Love From Home* Recipe y*n

28 50

Mon., TUM. S Wed. Open HI 7 p.m.
Call or visit tc
m xasjtd
■10-ltll and

■

■HuiUmml QMo$ HornCan»lm »«c»SW«i>w"l liprntHtg-

CHINESE BBQ SAUCE
STUDENT-SCOTT BELL
SOPHOMORE FOUNDERS QUAD.
ITALIAN CHICKEN FINGERS (LOWFAT)
STUDENT-NICK AZZARELLO
SENIOR-OFF-CAMPUS
LARRIES CHICKEN POT PIE
STUDENT-JENNIFER CHRISTIAN
SENIOR-OFF-CAMPUS
ECLAIR CAKE
STUDENT-SCOTT CARR
SOPHOMORE-CONKLIN HALL
CHICKEN WITH STUFFING
STUDENT-SUSAN SKOCZEN
SOPHOMORE - MCDONALD WEST

all the way back to the midtwenties, and the Browns didn't
come along until after World War
II," he said. "Paul Brown used to
have the Browns practice in
Bowling Green, and the rumor is
that he liked our colors and used
them for his own team."
A Cleveland Browns spokeswoman said she has heard a similar story.
"The story is that Paul Brown
had a connection with Bowling
See COIORS, page stall

GRAMM
Continued from page one.

only one event Tuesday afternoon and his morning schedule in
New Hampshire on Wednesday.
"Tonight, Senator Gramm has
to decide what to do," Courtovich
said. "Tomorrow we're making;
an announcement"
Gramm's national chairman,
Arizona Sen. John McCain, said'
earlier that supporters were "going through the options and I'
think in a day or so you'll see
what the decision will be."
"You've got to figure out assets, you've got to figure out your,
chances," McCain told a Phoenix'
radio station.
Gramm started deliberations!
on his future as the disappointing
Iowa results came in.
, •
McCain told Gramm to stop'
dissecting what had gone wrong
and try 'to honestly assess Ms'
chances in the next two weeks,
according to campaign sources.
New Hampshire Sen. Bob
Smith, Gramm's top backer in
the state, told Gramm his
chances here were bleak, according to the sources.
The sources said Gramm.
looked at three options: quit, re-'
treat from New Hampshire to
concentrate on a few Southern'
states, or retreat and make one
last-ditch effort In South Carolina, which holds the first Southern primary on March 2.
| .
At one point, Gramm said he
would end his campaign if he did
not finish in the top three in
Iowa, but backed away from the
statement in the weekend before
the Iowa caucuses.

Safer Sex

New Hampshire held little
I promise of a rebound for
Gramm. He has lagged in the
Workshop
Tuesday February 20 8:00 PM single digits in the polls, behind
Dole and multimillionaire publisher Steve Forbes. In recent
Faculty Lounge
weeks, commentator Pat Bu(2nd floor ol Union)
chanan and former Tennessee
Gov. Lamar Alexander have been
Learn safe sex methods, vying
for the third spot here
condom usage, and info while Gramm's numbers have ■
on how STD's are spread remained stagnant.
With moderates leaning toward
and prevented.
Dole, Forbes or Alexander,
nPaYrft
nrrevgx Gramm has been left to compete
(sous'
(SOBS' with Buchanan for the smaller
bloc of social conservatives in
New Hampshire.
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Crazy Cat,
UHllyou Be my
Valentine?

I love you more, love
you tired
I'U cheer for yon at
every anile.

V
¥ I Love you!
V #16
V

SweetNutz.
Win avaorftng we've given eoch other, re a I
good thing ftore't penicalln.
Lovo.Chaav

Joan.

yf Ilutlrnuncli,

V

^f
V

Tanya,

r !tfappy Valentine's

V
V

V
V
V

¥
¥
V
V
¥

2%/

Roaaa ara Rod. VWea, am Bkja
You am *» but and forever love are)
bewktiyoul
Low. Dan

Wo aattcr what the
I road may be.
Always yon may
count on me.

You're to beau Mull
HoveyouoodeeandoodkMl
Wendy

^W
V

I LOVE

^T

youi

If

'December 5th, ToCUyts,
emailchicking, Big
Brown eyes, Breakfasts,
Vlau night walks, noises,
TK, uplifting talks-

I'm tliankful for you
every day.

And neemorlca we've
built •loee May.
Surfer

Jou art an incndibU
person. I Cove spending
quality time with you.
"Mth Cots of Cove,

KtttjrKat]

V

Kel,

fj# I hope you know

V fill the Birdfeeder.
aa

Your Mo' Fo'

Candy,
If I'm shot through the

¥
V

heart & you're to
Blame... you give
love a badname I

¥
¥

Mappy Valentine's
'Day.

^w Love,
aa 9^urJun*q/DJwi
Do you Hi* gM eolaoea?
deling caught In tie rain?
Happy Valenimei Day 11 love you i

V
V
V
V
¥
V
V
V

Grasshopper,
I was the waitress
ybu were the cook.
l^howouCdve guessed
It only started Cast June
Just four more months
lid we say'I do.'

Love,

Mlehele

¥
y POOH BEAR:

VIRGINIA MORRISON
Happy Valenone'i Day"'
LOVE, GOBY

I have been so Blessed to
have received you. I
know that'heaven sent
meyou.' And I can't
wait to journey through
lift with you as my wife.

I Cove youl
9IATI1IAS

If with you! Let's

¥
¥

I Cove you
Marli

Dear Kristen,

y I'm 100% in love

Love,
Mike

9hppy Valentine's
Ttayl "Everyday I
realize How truly
special you are to me

¥
¥
V
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Campue Poeyeyee
352 9836
Haa>1 Shapad Piziaa
Cell tor eeeM

Themee.
I love you now ae I w« low you
we wel be together.
XXOO

TANYA
Thank you for being a
•padal part ol my lila

IN YOU I NOT ONLY
FOUND MY ONE
TRUE FRIEND, BUT
ALSO A LOVE I
THOUGHT WAS
NEVER POSSIBLE.
THANK YOU...
I LOVE YOU.

¥
¥ Laura,
¥ Ton
make me
the happiest
¥ nuns In the
and
¥ world
I hope
I can be with
V you
forever.
¥ Happy
¥ Valentine's
¥ Day
¥ I Love You,
¥ •Joel
¥
¥
COLLEEN, ERIKA, ana RON
Thant'o no banar houaamaM evarl So gad
we live m George together. Happy Velonene'e
Don! M Cupid gat ya in ra but.
Lew. HOLLY

OaarJ.
Lika ihe atr I braer*
and IN ground I walk upon
You all ahaaya be a part of avaryUng I do ■
You wa aawye be a part of who I am.
Happy Vatenona'l Day
Wthlove.J

XOXO-

YOUR DOUGH
DOUGH BIRD
I kwayoua* at my heart, I want you B
be new lotewr. Happy VHanana'a Dayl
I Low You. Ryan
Oaan.
Happy VertnUne'i Day. —1 <*>*''
owl al my haart and akraya wall
Low), Hanaa

kw

* Y°u

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
aua

Thank yon
for being
my angel.

I love yon
kitten!
Happy
Valentine's
Dayt
Forever, Tim

DcarJon,

V Moving you in my life
is the Best thing that
M ever happened to me!
I treasure you above
yj all, and can't wait to
aa spend forever together.

H Mappy Valentine Isj
▼
(Day!
▼
y

Love forAlways,
Wendy

To tha graaaiMtoelonaornBn.
Coma D my apt. tonight and II give you ion»
tang » ■* tha whole hockey awn about.......

■UMW,
Even though BTw baan trough It at, I am aM
hoeing rauyoul bo mina
Happy Valencno'i Day
Lova.Tam
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Archival collection to improve
Northwest Ohio combines
resources to fund archivist

Pam Dlxon
The BG News
Students and staff will find
an improved collection of archives available for historical
research at the Center for Archival Collections at the University when a government archivist begins working there,
possibly by the end of this
month, according to the
Center's director, Paul Yon.
Twelve out of the 19 counties
in northwest Ohio are uniting
to fund the archivist, who will
work out of the Center. It will
be the first time the position
has been filled since 1991,
when lack of funding from the
Ohio Historical Society re-

duced the number of archivists
from 11 to three.
Yon said an archivist helps
counties distinguish between
historically and nonhistorically valuable records.
Materials of historical value
are preserved, while other records are thrown away.
The archivist also gives advice on the use of microfilm,
computers and other technology. Because the position has
been vacant, Yon said this advice has not been forth-coming.
"People in the counties ex-

pect this service," he said. "We
hope [hiring an archivist] improves and updates the quality
of resources.''
Students in all disciplines
will benefit when the position
Is fUled, Yon said.
"As a result, there will be
more primary resources, as
opposed to secondary resources, available for undergraduates writing papers in political
science, geography, history
and education," Yon said.
Primary resources include
letters, documents, pho-

tographs and other evidence.
Text books are common secondary sources, he said.
Yon said graduate students
will benefit even more. The
Center offers sources on women's, labor, social and political
history.
"These records are used by
students writing theses and
doctoral dissertations," Yon
said.
Donald Nieman, History Department chairman, said he
agrees with Yon about the importance of archives for students.
"They are absolutely vital
for historians to do their
See ARCHIVES, page eight

Boiler explodes inOhio high school
The Associated Press

NEWARK, Ohio - A boiler repairman suffered minor cuts
after a boiler explosion at Newark Catholic High School Monday.
No other Injuries were reported after the explosion about 10

am. About 290 students were
evacuated but allowed to return
by 11:40 am., said school Secretary Sara Heiser.
"Lord have mercy, my heart's
still pounding," she said shortly
after students and staff were allowed to return to the school.
The explosion left a coating of

dust and smoke in some hallways
but no fire was reported.
Ms. Heiser said the repairman,
who received a cut on the jaw,
was not seriously hurt and was
not taken to a hospital. The Newark Fire Department reported

"Lord have mercy,
my heart's still
pounding."
Sara Heiser
School Secretary

MiTKC

one minor injury but had no other
details.
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■ The front yard of a Wallace
Street resident was flooded by an
outdoor faucet that had been left
running. The water ran from
about 10:30 p.m. until 6:30 am.
■ A North Grove resident reported her suspicions that
someone had entered her apartment. Nothing appeared to be
taken or disturbed except for a
lady's hair bow that was found on
the scene.
■ At 2 a.m. a vehicle in a
Frazee lot was reported to be
"running into trees and poles."
■ A dog walker warned a passerby not to pet her dog because
It is "afraid of men." The man
disregarded the warning and was
bitten on his right index and
middle fingers.
■ Friday evening the Campus

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Developing
Spanish-language cards with a
message of love for Valentine's
Day requires care because the
meaning of expressions can vary
in Latin America, said American
Greeting's ethnic products manager.
Jose Martinez heads a research
team with members from Colombia, Ecuador, Puerto Rico,
Guatemala, Peru and Mexico.
The varied backgrounds enable
the team to take care not to
offend through language in a
greeting card and also to target a
market.
"Without that diversity inside
our team it would be impossible
to come up with a card that would
be saleable in all the United
States. If we had only a Mexican
writer we would have cards that
would be too Mexican to sell to
the Cuban market in Miami,"
Martinez said.
The task can be especially
challenging for Valentine's Day
cards, Martinez told The Morning Call of Allentown, Pa., in a
story the newspaper published
Monday.
In Latin America, words take
on entirely different meanings
from region to region, he said. In

SPFIJJ-JG

Mexico a girlfriend is called "la
novia" while in Peru she is more
likely to be called "la en amor
ada."
American Greetings has offered Spanish-language cards for
more than 20 years. But it credits
its recently formed team of Latino artists and writers familiar
with the linguistic nuances for a
jump in ethnic card sales.
The team designs the company's year-round Spanish-card line
called La Flor.
American Greetings says sales
of ethnic cards increasing by 24
percent in the last fiscal year and
are expected to grow another 27
per cent this fiscal year ending
Feb. 29, Martinez said.
The company's expansion Includes Sabor, a humorous alternative Spanish card line Introduced last spring, and Mi Tierra,
a temporary promotion line introduced for Hispanic Heritage
month last September.
Hallmark Cards, which also
has ethnic lines of cards, has had
a continuing increase in those
sales as well.
American Greetings now
offers 123 designs in La Flor's
valentine selection.
There is a bigger emphasis on
romance and emotions in these
cards keeping in mind that courtships last longer for Latinos, said
Martinez.

DOLE
Continued from page one.
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19 & Over
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■ Two juveniles broke Into a
store on West Wooster and stole
cash, about 30 cartons of Marlboro cigarettes and four dispensers worth of lottery tickets. The
pair was caught at Barney's
South trying to cash in winning
lottery tickets.
■ The mailbox from the Wood
County Mental Health center is
missing. Tire tracks at the scene
are the only lead.

Spanish Valentine's
Day cards express
language of love

Contact 2-7164 for more info.

£ VSWEHJIT&S DXy SPECIALS £>
JOILT-HUTsrzasu. sooizoy&i

Escort Service observed two
dogs fighting at the Village
Green. The owner said "they
were just playing."
■ Early Saturday morning on
North Wintergarden and West
Wooster a male subject was reported "jumping out Into traffic."

CANDY HEARTS
89$ 40Z.

"tested values" and as such the
GOP*s best hope in November.
"Whoever wins next Tuesday in
New Hampshire will probably be
the Republican nominee to run
against President Clinton," Dole
said.
That line will come back to
haunt the Senate majority leader
if he loses here, but Dole would
be hard-pressed to survive a New
Hampshire defeat anyway.
So he had barely arrived in
New Hampshire from Iowa when
he labeled Alexander a liberal.
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Couple denied new Fernald clean-up costs rise
birth certificate
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - New mother
Lori Vanatsky doesn't exist, according to her daughter's birth
certificate.
Lori and Michael Vanatsky's
baby Allison was born March 24,
1995. at Mt. Sinai Medical Center.
The Cleveland couple received
the birth certificate several
months later and saw that a hospital records clerk had listed infant Allison both as the baby and
the mother.
Nearly a year later, there still
Is no birth certificate showing
Lori is Allison's mother.
"At first I was crying and upset," she said. "Now I'm just
angry."
Her calls to hospital officials,
Cleveland's vital statistics bureau and then the state vital statistics office in the Ohio Department of Health directed her to
Cuyahoga County Probate Court.
Probate Judge John Donnelly
issued an order to correct the
birth certificate. But the state vital statistics office still refused
to issue a new birth certificate.
Instead, baby Allison now has a
two-part birth record the original
and the Donnelly order correcting it
Why can't the Vanatskys simply get a new birth certificate?
Ohio Vital Statistics Unit Chief
John Conner said state law
doesn't allow it. The law provides
for a probate court order like
Donnelly's to require Conners'
office to issue a new birth certificate if the original had an error

"Atfirst I was crying
and upset Now I'm
just angry."
Lori Vanatsky
mother
In name, sex, race, natural father
or date of birth.
There Is no provision to issue a
new birth certificate Just because the mother's name was
wrong on the original.
"If the statute were changed,
we'd follow It completely," Conner said. "But we're not policymakers."
Donnelly said his interpretation of the law tells him state
officials could Issue the Vanatskys a new birth certificate without changing the law.
"I can see where the bureaucrats in Columbus can read,
•I cant correct this,' " he said.
"They're reading it very narrowly. My gut reaction is they
can do it. I feel bad for the young
lady. I understand why she's upset. It's her child."
Rep. Barbara C Pringle and
Sen. Dennis Kuclnich, both
Cleveland Democrats, are preparing legislation Intended to
correct her problem and make
sure it doesn't happen to
someone else. And Mt. Sinai has
offered to pay the legal bill If she
decides to file a request for a
court order at the appellate level.

CINCINNATI - The contractor hired to clean up the former Fernald uranium processing
plant knows its plan wont work
and is diverting government
money to secretly develop an
alternative way to prepare nuclear waste for disposal, a
newspaper has reported.
The Cincinnati Enquirer, in a
story published Tuesday, says
its analysis of Fernald Internal
documents shows that the contractor has falsified progress
reports so it can receive millions of dollars in payments;
that it has Ignored safety regulations and that its alternative
plan for disposing of 20 million
pounds of radioactive waste
will be far more costly than
expected.
The U.S. Department of
Energy, which owns the Fernald site 18 miles northwest of
Cincinnati, and its contractor, a
subsidiary of Fluor Daniel Inc.
of Irvine, Calif., denied the allegations Monday.
The subsidiary, Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Co., estimated In September 1993 that it would cost
$90 million to clean up waste in
what are known as the K-65
silos, said Jack Craig, the
Energy Department's chief at
Fernald.
The Job Is considered one of
the most complicated portions
of the overall $2.2 billion Fernald contract.
The Enquirer reported today
that FERMCO Is developing a

Al Btkrmuffcc Amdatcd PrtM

jeff Faulk, head of the Fluor Daniel Review Board, uses an oversized copy of a document at a news
conference in Cincinnati to dispute allegations against the cleanup underway at the former uranium processing facility In Fernald, Ohio.
pensive than we first estimated. I'd be surprised if it
were not," FERMCO President
Don Of te said.
He characterized work on
the new process as "systems
engineering studies."
"There Is no secret work,"
Ofte said.
Rep. Rob Portman, R-Ohio,
on Monday asked the General

new plan because the original
cleanup method, which would
encapsulate the waste in glass
pellets, has serious flaws. The
new plan involves dehydration
and powderizlng of the waste
before it is encapsulated and
could double the original cost
estimate, the newspaper said.
"The full production plant
could very well be more ex-

School official says he was 'in the dark'
Kalherlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - John Fitzpatrlck said he was president of a
chain of Ohio trade schools, but
that doesn't mean he knew everything that was going on there.
He told a U.S. District Court
jury on Monday that he was kept
in the dark when his boss illegally took student aid money for
more students than were enrolled at Cambridge Technical
Institute.
Fitzpatrick said the boss, now
deceased, confessed to him only
when federal auditors were demanding to Inspect the books and
Fitzpat rick's help was needed to
falsify records.
Fitzpatrick has been on trial
since early January. The trial resumed today with the prosecution beginning rebuttal of defense testimony.
He Is accused of bribing a congressman - then-Rep. Donald
"Buz" Lukens - lying to a grand
Jury and conspiring to cover up
federal student aid fraud.
Fitzpatrick admitted falsifying
records for CTI owner Henry
Whitesell, but said he did so only
to prevent destruction of incriminating files, which he preserved for about two years.
By the time criminal investigators became interested In
Fitzpatrick, Lukens and CTI, the
chain had gone out of business
and many of those records had
been thrown away, despite a requirement that everything be

saved for five years.
During two days of testimony,
Fitzpatrick was calm but defensive, supplementing answers
with accusations that FBI agents
screwed up facts and that Ohio
regulators failed to take the records when Fitzpatrick offered
them.
The defense Is trying to convince the Jury that prosecutors
mistook $20,000 worth of charity
for bribery.
Fitzpatrick's mother was put
on the stand to describe sending
her sons to a Lukens-sponsored
camp more than 30 years ago,
and Fitzpatrick reminisced about
going door-to-door, collecting
coins for Lukens' campaign when
he was 11.
Fitzpatrick 40, missed no opportunity to criticize the

government or expand his answers with references to his
children and praise of Lukens.
"I have absolute respect for
Donald E. Lukens," he said. "It
pains me and hurts me to see him
the way he Is. He Is a shell. That's
not the person I knew 30 years
ago."
One $5,000 transaction came
one or two days before Fitzpatrick asked Lukens for help fending off the Education Department's surprise audit Fitzpatrick told Jurors there was no
connection, and he never would
have asked for Lukens' aid if he
had known What Whitesell had
been doing.
"I wouldn't have done that to
Donald Lukens. I wouldn't have
called him and asked him something like that had I known it was

based on fraud," Fitzpatrick said.
Fitzpatrick said he asked for
help as "a U.S. citizen," not a
patron, and at the time "thought
it was a very legitimate request."
Prosecutors interpret that call
as evidence that Fitzpatrick was
trying to buy official favors from
Lukens. Fitzpatrick emphasized
that Lukens' intervention had no
influence.

Accounting Office to Investigate The Enquirer's allegations.
"The serious nature of these
allegations merits a prompt.
Independent review.
Ofte and Phil Hamric, manager of the Energy Department's Ohio field office, said
they welcomed any GAO investigation.

Come on out for

The tfankjandChris Show
Dating Game!
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Wednesday, February 14th, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
in the Offenhauer Lounge
LIVE on Falcon Radio WFAL!
,m Be a contestant - call 372-2354! ^M
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Sponsored by:
<t)jP
Bowling Green Radio News, Easystreet Cafe,
Falcon Radio WFAL, UAO, Woodland Mall Cinemas
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COMING THIS FALL... FROM GrXEENDRlAR INC.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
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^]TWO FULL BATHS
^ AIR CONDITIONING
^ 3 BEDROOMS
& FIREPLACES
-^FURNISHED
CALL OR STOP IN FOR MORE DETAILS
<t 224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717 <t
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'U have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'U also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond

ARMY ROTC
TK SMAJtTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAIL

For details, visit Major Boisseau, Rm. 151. Memorial Hall or call
372-2476
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Clinton carries out illegal
immigration law promises
Sonya Ross
The Associated Press

Congress In 1986 passed a law
aimed at restricting illegal immigration by prosecuting emWASHINGTON - Looking to ployers who hire illegal workers.
fulfill his promise to tighten en- But enforcement of the law has
forcement of immigration laws. lacking since employers have
President Clinton is moving to been able to argue, for example,
prohibit companies from getting that they thought a Social Securinew federal contracts if they ty card provided by a worker was
have hired illegal immigrants.
valid.
The president was to sign an
Clinton is delivering a political
executive order today that would message with his order U.S. jobs
bar federal contractors who for U.S. citizens.
knowingly hire illegal workers
Government vendors have
from obtaining additional been required to abide by the nagovernment contracts for one tion's Immigration and employyear.
ment laws and could lose existing
. Clinton, during his State of the contracts if found in violation of
Union address last month, said he them. But there has been no prowould sign such an order, declar- hibition on violators competing
ing: "We are a nation of immi- for new federal contracts.
grants. But we are also a nation
The order would apply to
of laws."
thousands of government venThe order was part of a three- dors who now provide such serpronged immigration strategy to vices as cleaning government ofstrengthen border enforcement fice buildings, landscaping on
and allocate new money to detain military bases and operating
and deport illegal immigrants cafeterias in courthouses.
-with criminal records.
White House officials said

Clinton's order was inspired by
two Immigration and Naturalization Service operations in
the Southeast last year.
In one case, INS workers in six
states removed more than 4,000
Illegal workers from Jobs in construction, manufacturing, food
processing, farms, restaurants
and hotels.
That case was called Operation
SouthPAW; PAW was an acronym
for "Protect America's
Workers."
In the other case, begun due to
complaints from U.S. citizens,
INS agents arrested 34 illegal
workers hired to help build a new
federal office building in Atlanta.
The workers, mainly from
Guatemala, Mexico and Canada,
were employed as carpenters
and skilled craftsmen. Jobs that
pay as much as $15 per hour.
An administration official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the goal was to take
away the lure of high-paying jobs
that draw illegal workers.

Alabama gays meet hostility
Jay Reeves
The Associated Press
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - It was
planned as just another confer. ence for gays. Except this one
'would bring its talks on AIDS,
safe sex, sadomasochism and
bondage to the University of
Alabama, in the heart of the Bible
Belt.
'-' That transformed it from a
conference to a cause, pitting
] .free-speech rights and gay activ" ism against the state's conservative values, all with a touch of
election-year politics thrown in.
"I never anticipated any of

this. I have just been amazed,"
said Cathy Wessell, who organized the two-day Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual College Conference
of the Southeastern United
States.
It is set to begin Friday with
the theme "Voices of Diversity:
Living Out In the South."
Opponents from the governor
on down say such a meeting has
no place at a taxpayer-funded
university. The attorney general
Is trying to block the conference
through the courts.
"This time it is a conference.
Next time It may be something
else. It could be one of those gay-
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Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate its new officers for 1996:
Non - Executive:
Assistant CRSB - Chasity Hoey
Alumnae Chairperson - Katie McKeel
Philanthropy Chair - Rosalie Labate
C.R.I C. - Laura Gervais
Historian - Jill Schaffer
Junior Panzheilenic Rep - Diana Clark
Social Chair - Lindsey Keller
Assistant Finance - Missy Fink
Warden - Angie Stoller
Assistant Social Chair - Linda Lawrie
Secretary - Michelle Rune
Assistant Rush - Michelle Ruhe
Party Decoration Chair - Jennifer Cipra
Community Service Chair - Diana Clark
Song Chair - Jennifer Cipra
Publication - Jennifer Gerber
Chaplain - Tara Beck
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rights parades, which are repulsive," said GOP state Sen. Bill
Armistead.
Members of the school's Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance,
the sponsor of the event, say the
meeting is a way for gays to
share common concerns and
meet new people In an academic
setting.
"We're trying to encourage
tolerance and discourage bigotry," said David Donaldson, another organizer. "The way you do
that is through education."
For its part, the university has
stood behind the alliance, 'describing it as a recognized student group with a constitutional
right to meet on campus.
"The university has a duty to
err on the side of the First
Amendment," said Culpepper
Clark, an aide to university
President Roger Sayers.
That argument doesn't sway
some parents

Seta PtrunaarTa* AMOCUItd Praia
Sam Hubbard, 1, of Evanston, 111., stretches to rub the nose of Abraham Lincoln, for good lock as
tradition has It, while attending ceremonies honoring Abraham Lincoln on his birthday at Lincoln's
tomb In Springfield, III. Sam was being lifted up by bis mother who brought the family to Springfield on an educational vacation.

ARCHIVES
Continued from page fix.

work," Nieman said. "The collection at the Center allows us to
give students hands-on experience in historical research."
The 12 counties will contribute

nun Am MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance locampus Summer 1996 anil school year
1996-1997.

$2,000 annually over a two-year
period. The Center will also contribute $2,000 and provide office
space and clerical support for the
archivist.
Although this is a short-term
project. Yon has been working
with county officials on the
possibility of legislating permament funding for an archivist in
the area. Administrators and the
dean of Library Resources had
supported the position for 25

years before 1991, and he said he
feels they are his allies now.
"Administrators realize the
importance of it and support our
efforts," Yon said.
The archivist will serve only
those counties that are contributing. These include Allen, Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock,
Hardin, Huron, Lucas, Ottawa,
Putnam, Williams, and Wood
counties.

COLORS
Continued from page four.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

Green and really liked the burnt
orange and brown," she said.
"It's also been told that he took
the colors from Massilon High

School when he used to coach
there, but there's no written
documentation of this."
McLean said as far as he
knows, Brown never verified
these rumors.

* HOM€ FRLCON M€N'S BRSK6TBAII TONIGHT 7:30 PM -vs. #1 6RST6RN! /
COM€ PACK TH€ HOUS6 THAT ROARS" FOR A FALCON VICTORY OV6R TH6 MAC-L6ADING CAGLCS! J^|?
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starts with a
professional
Family
management team!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:
Special Benefits:
•*" No parental guarantee
*" Professional management
•** Full lime maintenance service
•*" Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:
843 Sixth St.
725 Ninth St.
228 S. College
114 1/2 S, Main
801 Fifth St.
709 Fifth St.
309 High St.
117 1/2 N. Main
803 Firth St.
320 Elm St.
824 Sixth St.

■ ■■■■•iBflWi

L

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

i ••••< (iiiaiiiini IIKIII'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Slop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure

-••*----•
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Sideshow starring
Shane symbolizes
sports' troubles

I

!
!
!

For the past two weeks now, the
questions have been persistent,
even annoying.
"Is there any update on the
Shane Komives situation?"
Komives, a three-year starter
for the men's basketball team,
has not played a game since Jan.
13, when he scored 16 points in a
win over Ohio. But since then,
he's been silently on the sidelines
because he "lacked academic
certification."
At first, this situation with the
senior guard losing academic eligibility simply concerned one of
grades: he flunked a class, and
slipped below the grade point
average requirement needed to
play athletics. He screwed up,
and he was paying for it.
But this has ballooned into
much more than that. Now involved are lawyers, general
counsels, athletic administrators,
tutors, professors, academic administrators, coaches and, yes,
the media.
The Shane Komives Mess -1
think it can accurately be called
that - has become a circus ... and
a sad commentary on intercollegiate athletics.
Here, in as small of a nutshell
as I can condense it, is a summary of exactly what has happened:
It was announced on Jan. 17
that Komives and teammate DeMar Moore "lacked academic
certification," meaning that they
had not met the requirements
needed to be academically eligible for the spring semester. The
two did not play that night at
Eastern Michigan, and haven't
played since. Moore was ruled to
be ineligible for the spring semester the following Saturday,
while Komives' status remained
uncertain.
Although it was announced a
few days later that Komives
would not return, the situation
was far from resolved. At first, it
was believed that an astronomy
class that he had taken last fall
and failed was the problem.
But Komives filed an appeal on
the astronomy class, claiming
that he should have the right to do
some extra credit work that had
been handed out the first week of
class (he had transferred into the
class three weeks late).
His appeal was granted last
week, and supposedly he would
be allowed to make up the extra
credit and raise his grade, and
become eligible to play.
As If that is difficult enough,
however, something else surfaced: a volleyball class that Komives took two years ago and
received an incomplete after a
knee operation kept him from
taking the final. While his astronomy appeal-was granted last
week - he is now certified, and
could have played Saturday at
Ohio and can play tonight against
Eastern Michigan - he hasn't
been allowed to play because the
issue of the volleyball class is
still "unresolved", as coach Jim
Larranaga said after the Ohio
game.
Komives could play, but as long
as issues remain "unresolved",
he could be ruled ineligible by the
end of the season and the Falcons
would possibly have to forfeit
any games he has played in.
Confused? Thought so.
Everyone has their own version
of the scenarios behind what is
going on because nobody is willing to talk publicly: athletic officials, academic officials, even
Komives himself. Komives' lawyer has thrown fuel on the fire as
well by talking to one area publication and providing misleading
information that prompted an artide Friday that blared Komives
would return to the lineup.
It is understandable that no one
wants to talk, because this is a
delicate situation. Athletic people
have nothing to say because the
issue of Komives playing or not
lies with the academic folks; the
academic folks aren't talking because they could very well end up
with egg on their faces; and Komives isn't talking because...
well, he's probably about as confused as everybody else.
This whole situation needs to
end, and end soon. Make him eligible and let him finish his senior
season, or sit him down for good.
See BROWN, page eleven.

Falcons host No. 24-ranked EMU
Scott Brown
The BC News

J..Ra.bKkn-kcBCNewi
Falcon guard Howard Chambers looks inside In a recent game.

One of the most overused cliches in college basketball is that
"every game is important."
For the Bowling Green men,
however, tonight's game IS important.
Conference-leading and
nationally-ranked Eastern Michigan is in town for a showdown
with the Falcons at Anderson
Arena (730 p.m., WBGU-FM,
WBVI-FM).
The Eagles stand 18-2 overall
and 11-1 in MAC play, a comfortable three games up on secondplace Ball State with six games to
go. The Falcons are in a difficult
position in seventh place in the
MAC after Saturday's loss to
Ohio, but are only two games behind the Cardinals.
So a win tonight - considering
BG is home for four of its final
six games - would go a long way
in pointing the Falcons back
towards one of the top four conference positions they covet.
"The first time we played
Eastern Michigan, I thought they
played extremely well," said BG
head coach Jim Larranaga.
"They were clearly the aggressors at both ends of the court. We
are going to have to do a better
job of taking the initiative."
It will be an emotional night for
the Falcons with the return of
point guard Antonio Daniels
after his brother's tragic death
last Thursday. The team attended Chris Daniels' funeral in
Columbus on Monday, and Antonio rejoined the team Tuesday
afternoon.
"There's no question that this
will be one of the most emotional
games of the year," said forward
Anthony Stacey, one of Daniels'
closest friends on the team.
Antonio practiced with the
team Tuesday and will be ready
to play. He has also changed his
uniform number to 33 to honor
his brother, who was the starting
center for the University of Dayton.
"I think maybe our players, including Antonio - or maybe, especially Antonio - knows that
basketball is a very important
part of all our lives," Larranaga
said. "It's what brings us

together. It's what binds us...and
we will do everything possible
splrtually, emotionally and psychologically and physically to be
the best that we can be."
The Falcons are 84 at home
this season, including 5-0 in conference play. BG has won its last
12 games at home overall, and 29
of its past 30.
"I think it's important that we
try and stay focused for this
game," Stacey said. "Take it one
day at a time...try as hard as we
can to come out and beat Eastern
Michigan, especially at home.''
The Eagles won the teams' earlier meeting this season, 77-58 in
Ypsilanti, Mich. The Falcons
were somewhat distracted heading into that game, however; it
was the day BG found out that
Shane Komives and DeMar
Moore were not certified for the
spring semester.
That night marked the beginning of seemingly countless personnel problems the Falcons
have had this season, be they injuries or academic problems.
With the exception of Komives
and Moore, however, BG seems
back at full strength for tonight's
game.
"We have not had our full compliment of players for practice,"
Larranaga said. "It will be the
first time in four weeks... to have
everybody back and healthy."
The Eagles have three starters
averaging in double digits, with
guards Brian Tolbert (18.9 ppg)
and Earl Boykins (15.9 ppg) leading the way. Tolbert and Boykins
constitute possibly the best
guard combination in the MAC.
Falcon Notes
■ Former Bowling Green football
player Charlie Williams will be recognized at tonight's game. Williams, a
1995 graduate who played wide
receiver and defensive back of the Falcons, was a member of this year's Dallas Cowboy Super Bowl champion
team.
■ The Falcons could very well go
back to a three-guard alignment of Daniels, Jay Larranaga and Howard
Chambers to start against the Eagles
tonight. EMU is one of (he quickest
teams in the league.
"I think it's safe to say you'll see that
lineup sometime," Larranaga said
Tuesday.

Shula says no to Model. BG women remain
Former Dolphin coach turns down offer to return with Baltimore
The Associated Press

BALTIMORE - Don Shula has
turned down Baltimore owner
Art Modell's offer to join his
team as either a coach or member of the front office. The Baltimore Sun reported today.
Shula, who retired from the
Miami Dolphins earlier this year
as the NFL's career victory
leader, reportedly told Modell he

was comfortable in Florida did
not want to leave.
"It was a very brief, a casual
conversation," Modell said. "Don
is very comfortable right now,
and doesnt want to give up his
life in South Florida. He's not Interested in putting in 18- to
19-hour days anymore. We're
dear friends. I said we'd be in
touch"
Shula also told the Miami Her-

ald he does not want to come out
of retirement to coach and is not
interested in a front office job.
Shula's decision leaves Baltimore's coaching situation in limbo. Modell has said he is undecided on the status of Bill Bellchick.
Modell said he planned to suspend his search for the next one
to two days to unwind, then
would be exploring other options.

Vikings'Moon begins trial
on charges of beating his wife
Tarri Landlord
The Associated Press

RICHMOND, Texas - A jury
was picked Tuesday for the assault trial of Minnesota Vikings
quarterback Warren Moon even
though his wife continued to resist prosecution efforts to force
her to testify against her husband.
Some 200 prospective jurors
were called for the case. The
first 55 squeezed into the small
courtroom where they were
quizzed by attorneys about
spousal abuse, 911 tape recordings and Moon's celebrity status.
A panel of three white females,
a black female and two black
males was selected.
Mike Elliott, a Fort Bend
County assistant district attorney, told prospective Jurors he
intends to prove that Moon "on or
about July 18,1995... intentionally, knowingly and recklessly
caused bodily Injury to Felicia
Moon in one of three ways: by
choking her with the hand .... by

striking her or by scratching
her."
Moon's attorney, Rusty Hardin, emphasized to jurors that
Moon's case and the OJ. Simpson
trial were unrelated. He told the
panelists he didnt want any
"avenging angels" who Intend to
right Simpson's acquittal on the
jury.
"Let's face it, we have an African-American male athlete. We
have a football superstar ...
charged with spousal abuse,"
Hardin said. "I got to know how
y'all feel."
Opening arguments and testimony were to begin Wednesday
before Court-At-Law Judge
Larry Wagenbach.
Prosecutors tried to delay the
case after announcing Felicia
Moon had fled the Houston area
with the couple's 8-year-old son,
Jeffrey, in defiance of a subpoena requiring her to be in court
for the start of jury selection at 1
p.m. Tuesday.
Elliott said Felicia Moon, who
has refused to press charges

against her husband, had left a
note saying, "She would not come
back and had no intention of coming to his court."
"This has been an incredibly
destructive event to this family,"
Moon's attorney. Rusty Hardin,
said. "I ask for a little compassion."
About 90 minutes later,
however, Felicia Moon walked
into the courthouse accompanied
by her attorney.
Moon, 39, is accused of beating
his wife during an argument. Felicia Moon, also 39, has said she
has forgiven her husband.
When the court recessed for
breaks throughout the day, the
couple were seen walking in the
courthouse holding hands.
At the start of Tuesday's session. Moon was arraigned again
on the charge and again pleaded
innocent.
Conviction on the misdemeanor assault charge could
get Moon up to a $4,000 fine and a
year in jail. He Is scheduled to
make $3.25 million.

focused on Eagles
Steve Wllrjman
The BC News

Eastern Michigan is only
2-10 in the Mid-American Conference, but the Falcons cannot afford to look past them
Wednesday at Bowen Field
House.
The last time that Bowling
Green and Eastern Michigan
met, the Falcons were able to
walk away with a 78-73 victory. Head Coach Jaci Clark Is
not Judging the Eagles by their
poor MAC record.
"I think that they are a team
that plays better at home,"
Clark said. "They are going to
play us hard, physical, and
tough. They are going to make
us earn it."
It has been a good week for
the Falcons. Chrissy Billiter
was named MAC Player of the
Week and Sara Puthoff was
named Gatorade Scholar Athlete of the Week. Clark sees
these awards as team
achievements.
"Not only Is it a tribute to
them, it's a tribute to the
team," Clark said. "We could
have laid down after the
Miami game, but we turned it
around. Chrissy and Sara
having big weeks was important, but we kept our beads up
and that has turned the season
around."
Defense was the weak link
in the Falcon game plan the
last time they faced the Eagles. The Falcons were able to
fight off Eastern Michigan's
surge at the end of the game.
"The last time we played
them our defense allowed too
many points," Clark said. "We

allowed them to get hot in the
end and we could not stop
them, but coming off the OU
game our players are starting
to realize how important it is
to repeat the same [defensive]
effort."
The Ohio game saw an intense defense that was personified in the play of Michelle
Terry and Charlotta Jones.
Terry and Jones were blocking shots and deflecting balls
that put the rock back in BG
hands.
"When you tip the ball you
get your offense going. You tip
the ball and maybe someone
will gather the ball up," Clark
said. "Michelle and Charlotta
are very good defensive
players and when their intensity is up they can control the
game. They are our defensive
leaders." Sara Puthoff has not
put the scoring numbers that
have kept her in the top five
positions in the MAC in scoring. However, Clark doesnt
see that as liability, but as an
asset.
"You can stop a one dimensional team, Sara is not our
only player," Clark said.
"Right now, we have more
than Sara stepping up, we also
have Michelle, Charlotta, and
Chrissy stepping up and that's
what wins you games."
Falcon Notes
■The Falcons have made a
three-pointer in the last 51 of 53
games, including 22 games in a row.
■Billiter ranks 10th in the MAC In
scoring and is the leading freshman
scorer in the MAC. She is averaging
14.4 points a game.
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Letterman latches on Dream Team III opponents announced
to Rahal's racing team
the leading contender for the silver. "We know it's going to be
tough to play against the Dream
ATLANTA - The first five vic- Team, but second is not bad."
tims for Dream Team III got the
On the women's side, the combad news Tuesday.
The U.S. team, which Includes petition should be much tighter
such NBA stars as Hakeem Ola- among the Americans, world
juwan, Shaqullle O'Neal and John champion Brazil and perennial
Stockton, will open the Atlanta power Russia.
Olympics against Argentina on
"The women are a very balJuly 20, followed by Angola on
July 22, Lithuania on July 24, anced competition," said Renato
China on July 26 and Croatia on Brito Cunha, president of the
Brazilian Confederation of BasJuly 28.
Officials with the International ketball. "I think you could have
Basketball Federation (FIBA) de- eight teams with a chance cf metermined the preliminary bas- dal Ing."
ketball schedule by drawing the
The strongest competition for
names of countries out of glass
American men In the preliminary
bowls.
"We're not going to take round is likely to come from 1992
anyone for granted," said Lenny silver medalist Croatia, which
Wilkens of the Atlanta Hawks, lost to the original Dream Team
117-85 in the championship game
who will coach the Americans.
But everyone else concedes the at Barcelona, and Lithuania, the
real race In the men's competi- bronze medalist four years ago
tion will be for the silver medal and runner-up at the most recent
Just as It was at the 1992 Games European Championships.
•
in Barcelona, where the AmeriThe Croatian* have Toni Kukoc
cans won all eight games by an
of the Chicago Bulls and Dino
average score of 117-74.
"We have a good team with a Radja of the Boston Celtics,
lot of talent," said Los Angeles while Lithuania features PortLakers center Vlade Divac, star land's Arvydas Sabonis and Seatof the Yugoslavian team that Is tle's Sarunas Mardullonis.

Paul Newbarry

The Associated Press

The Associated Press
| NEW YORK - David Letterquui, a longtime Indy-car fan,
confirmed Tuesday night he has
become a minor partner of Bobby Rahal's auto racing team.
"Having grown up in Indianapolls and been in love with racing
and Its heroes for as long as I can
remember. It's literally a dream
come true for me to become this
much a part of a sport that has
meant so much to me," he said.
The television talk show host
made the announcement at a
Mercedes-Benz dealership in
Manhattan along with Rahal, the
team's majority owner and principal driver.
"I'm thrilled with the team,"
Letterman said. "They've promised me my own air wrench."
Letterman Joins actor Paul
Newman and former pro football
stars Walter Payton and Joe
Montana as celebrity partowners of Indy-car teams.
; Rahal, a three-time PPG Indy
Car World Series champion and
the 1986 Indianapolis 500 winner,
reorganized his team this season
^fter ending a four-year partnerShip with Carl Hogan. He also
aired 25-year-old Bryan Herta as
liis teammate for 1996.
• Rahal said he and Letterman
began talking about a partnerI f — owt vMu« coupon — ^
BG Special
■
1 Large Pizza
I w/chcese and 1 topping
lOrderof
PLUS
<"Crazy Bread

"I'm thrilled with the
team. They've
promised me my own
air wrench."
David Letterman
Late night talk show host

ship after they met in 1986.
"We agreed that if the time was
ever right, we'd give it some serious consideration," Rahal said.
"With my starting the new team.
It finally seemed to make sense.
And now, here we are.
"From a marketing standpoint,
It's an outstanding opportunity
for the team and our sponsors.
It's also going to be a lot of fun.
Dave is far from a casual observer of motor sports. He's been
with us at a number of races
already, and is an informed and
knowledgeable enthusiast We're
looking forward to his active contributions."
Rahal, 42, will field Mercedespowered Reynard Indy cars-

APpkwta/PalSulllrMi

Dream Team HI centers collide as Shaqnllle O'Neal dunks over
David Robinson In last weekend'! All-Star Game la San Aatoalo,
Tex.

Infante rumored to be handed Colts'reins
Hank Lowenkron
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Speculation
is strong that Lindy Infante will
be named the next coach of the
Indianapolis Colts within a few
days.
"I think what's been said is the
truth at this point," Infante said
Monday, confirming that he
plans to meet with director of

football operations Bill Tobin to
discuss the position later this
week.
"We've had two or three meetings," said Infante, who like Tobin has been busy at the NFL
scouting combine which ended
Monday. It was announced Friday that Ted Marchibroda would
not be re-hired.
Tobin did not respond to phone
messages left at the team's head-

quarters.
"We're waiting until the combine is completed and hopefully
we can get together later this
week," Infante said. "Nothing
has been finalized."
Several players who were contacted by phone declined to
comment on the decision to not
give former Marchibroda a new
contract or the hiring of his replacement Whoever Is hired, the
team will be in need of some
quick public relations effort*, . ■
Reaction to the unloading of
Marchibroda, whs helped bring
the Colts to within one play of
reaching the Super Bowl last
season, showed strong disapproval. A telephone poll conducted by Indianapolis Newspapers drew more than 4,700 participants, of whom 4,346 callers
responded that Marchibroda was

not treated fairly.
Both Infante and Tobin said
Sunday that they had met twice
during the weekend and planned
to meet later this week for further discussions.
"At this time, I dont think
there is a need to talk, with
anyone else," Tobin said. "There
are no hangups. We're both busy
with the combine and we'll get
together when It Is overfb*more
talks. I Imagine we'll have a public announcement to make within
a few days."
I'm Interested in the job," Infante said. "I didn't sense any
problems in my talks with Bill. I
hope he didnl see any."
If Infante is hired, he would be
the fifth person to open the
season as the head coach of the
Colts since the franchise arrived
In 1984. There have also been two

interim coaches - Hal Hunter for
one game In 1984 after Frank
Kush resigned and Rick Venturi
'for 11 games after Ron Meyer
was fired in 1991.
Infante, 55, was out of coaching
for three years before he was
hired last season as the Colts'
offensive coordinator. He began
coaching as an assistant on the
staff of Miami High School In
1965, and die Colts are the fifth
NFL team he has worked for.
Aa coach or the Green Bay
Packers from 1988-91, Infante
put together a lengthy list of accomplishments for offensive
success. He was offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach
with the Cleveland Browns when
the club set eight league and IS
club offensive playoff records as
it reached the AFC title game in
1986.

Purdue quarterback in intensive
care after bacterial meningitis
threatening.

The Associated Press

"But that's usually within the
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Purdue quarterback John first 24 hours, so we're hoping
Reeves was reported In stable he's past that," he told The Lacondition in Home Hospital with fayette Journal and Courier.
bacterial meningitis.
Reeves, a sophomore from
"Bacterial meningitis is an In- Bradenton, Fla., was admitted
fection of the lining of the brain early Saturday morning with a
and spinal cord," said Dr. Mike severe headache. By Monday, he
Krauss, assistant team physician was listed in stable condition and
at Purdue. "It usually happens showing signs of improvement
through an upper respiratory In- although he remained in isolation
fection, and usually people get In the hospital's critical care unit
over It, although it can be life because of the potentially infec-

FonMr Falcon and
currant Data* Cowboy
ChartaWaa*
wiarjaracofntaad
SKVttO«SrCroy,Mo«.ar*HzaAa»or*^

Be a real romantic and order
a taeo and coke for someone
you love.

o>

Not VaM W*n Canar
^Coupon, or OSar

$5.99 ■ $15.49

NHVMdwaiOtar
J[_Couporia or OBar

Not VaM wan OMr
_"_Coupon« or OH*

COUrGf. Of MUMCAl AJtTS
gowuNG a*tm sum UNtvwsrrr

2:30p.m.

Life in the Medi. Bu • Kob«:krr H.I1

4:00 p.m.

Studio Muiici.ii. — Making U H»ppen • Kru> Rthtaraai Hal

8:00 p.m.

Uctuia/Piaeaialioo: Tuner, ]ingle, aad WhaOKH • Bryan Racial Hall

9:30a.m.
■o
r—1

! &S(38QS)!f!,m

»>

$2.49

u

UM2. Not
J^ritoaiM*!

<

Call 353-Taeo
"For a Limited Tims

Maa^Mnaarll

Saouair. Mnury 17

Loadsdbomto. 4nl«»"Uio»chu!Oi. Loaded*
^
popper, Taoo or bean; burrtlo, 2 Frozen 12 *,
$1.4!!
I iMmifmm
buntto MWI sour craama oz. eooUais and 4
and ■ 12 oz frozen •
opoktal

$6.99

"Some people recover without
any ill effects, some may have
equilibrium problems, some may
have hearing problems, you don't
know," Colletto said. "But in
most cases, kids that are healthy
and his age will recover without
any problems. But you dont
know. It's just a matter of seeing
what happens now. It's a serious
deal."

COMMeRCi./ fAfuSic SyMpGsium

•O

Comeata isaa&m sumo, nesmxm>
Combo ! TaooKHfienTaoos). '. #27#tfj77f7®

IOuMadaa.1
Loaded burrto. 8m.
churroa. 12 oz.
Frozen Cocktal..

The football team will begin
spring practice March 23, but
Purdue coach Jim Colletto didn't
know If Reeves, who was expected to push Junior Rick Trefzger
for the starting job, would be
able to participate.

ON

$1 Minimum for delivery every Monday thru UJ«dncsdov with th« purchase of oay size soft drink.

Quesadilla
Combo

tlous nature of the disease.
Reeves was redshirted as a
freshman and played In six
games during the 1995 season,
drawing the starting assignment
at Ohio State. For the season, he
completed 26 of 57 passes for 28S
yards, one touchdown and six
Interceptions. He also rushed 30
times for 106 yards.

3

u,
-o

1616E. Woostar
Greenwood Contra

HI

'

1 1:00 i.m.
Nooo

How to Compo« a Jingle • Bryaa Radial Hal
Guideline, tor Music Licensing • Brnui Racial Hal
Aa Iauoductioa to the Jingle ladustry . Bryan Recital Hall

2:30 p.m.

Recording Techaologr for Compc-er.. Choral Rehcaml Hal j

V00 p.m.

Aa Introduction to Music for Film • Choral Rehearsal Hal

5:00 p.m.

The Undciscoring Proesss • Choral Rehaanal Hal

All*****
A
-*e airr. it tk. Mas* MmmlAm C«waWa.fo»Wt. HthtfMc.
ftrjWoW ..ybwaiaHw. aUI372-X$i. 7* ariawalr u nd-Sa - casajr.

«IU-1>r«»Ca1'a '*» illll**'Ha>r.»...C»awlwr„ii»>n»rlr MM.CMO.OI
tour. P.,.——pi
(■»■■■ +,l„m4C*,9mK../*Umy.-4ta»J
UOmm.l8wrtw*^»W.'i
.
C«>^SwCiadMi.li.aia|ia^e»Wla»>i;i ■; «»t4aO»w.WS
a*d»ca«.*.
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Nicklaus' streak of majors may end Brandon's All-Star
'Golden Bear'could skip British Open
Ron Sink
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - When Jack Nicklaus hole* hli final pun at the
U.S. Open in June, It likely will
end one of the greatest streaks in
sports.
Unless Nicklaus plays extremely well in the Open and in
the Masters In April, hell skip
the British Open, making It the
first time since 1961 he has
missed one of the four major
championships.

"If I play well in the
Masters and in the
U.S. Open, you're
wondering if I will
play in the British
Open? Yeah, I
probably will."
Jack Nicklaus
golfing legend
That run of 138 consecutive
majors started with the 1962
Masters - four years before John
Daly was born. It Is a truly remarkable record that likely will

debut leaves him
thirsting for more

never be approached,
Nicklaus played in his first
U.S. Open in 19S7 as a 17-year-old
high school kid from Ohio. He got
into his 40th straight Open at
Oakland Hills In Michigan this
year on a special exemption from
the United States Golf Association.
"A lot has changed since then,"
Nicklaus, 56, said Monday about
that first Open. He said this
year's Open "probably will end
my streak of consecutive major
championships.''
Nicklaus is entered in the
British Open at Royal Lytham &
St Annes in England this July,
but he said he'd go only If he
were playing competitively.
"If I play well in the Masters
and in the U.S. Open, you're wondering If I will play In the British
Open?" Nicklaus asked. "Yeah, I
probably will."
Nicklaus, speaking In a conference call from his North Palm
Beach, Fla., office, wasnt specific about what playing well meant,
but It's a safe guess he would
need a top-20 finish in both the
Masters and the Open to convince himself to go to England.
And he hasnt finished better
than 27th in a major championship since the 1990 Masters - 24
majors ago - and has miaaavi the

cut In a major 10 times since
then.
By skipping the British Open
this year, Nicklaus will end an
Incredible streak In the four
professional major championships. He has 136 straight going
into the Masters in April, and it
will reach 138 with the U.S. Open.
Nicklaus has played In the four
professional major championships - the U.S. Open, British
Open, Masters and PGA Championship - 143 times, beginning
with the 1957 U.S. Open. He has
won a record 18 major cham-

Someone suggested to me the
other day that Komlves Is "just
another guy in school to play
sports."
Possibly. The fact that his GPA
has slipped below the 2.0 requirement to play - he Is a fifthyear senior - suggests that may
not have applied himself In the
classroom as he should have.
It's too bad that many people on
the outside will judge all athletes
by the maneuverlngs that Ko-

quite a few people who would
mlves is trying. I can safely say
love to make up for those classes
that Shane Komlves Is an excepthey failed two or three years
tion, and not the rule, when It
ago.
comes to the term "studentThis situation is potentially
athlete," especially here at Bowlmore dangerous to the team and
ing Green.
to the University than many peoBut if he comes back, what
ple believe. Let*s hope that Koprecedent would be set? And
what distractions could he cause? mlves gets what he Is due; and he
can ride off into the sunset
Komlves Is trying to change a
Scott Brown is sports editor of
grade that went In the books two
The News and is the beat writer
years ago, and has even hired a
JbrBG men's basketball.
lawyer to help him do It. I know

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Terrell.
Brandon's first NBA All-Star
Game has left him yearning
for more.

APaaeteMlckWaae

Jack Nicklaus watches bis

shot at the U.S. Senior Open oa July

2,199S In Betheids, Md.

pionshipa, taking the Masters six
times, the PGA five, four U.S.
Opens and the British Open three
times. He also won the U.S. Amateur twice.
Nicklaus won his last major
championship at the Masters in
1986 and last made the cut In all
four majors in the same year in
1991.
Nicklaus called his victory in
the 1986 Masters "my greatest
moment" in golf.
"It was my last win on the tour
and my first win in two years,"
he said.

BROWN
Continued from page nine.
All this lolly-gagging is a distraction for everyone: the fans, the
media, and most Importantly the
team, which is trying to salvage a
good season around all these outside distractions. Tonight the
Falcons take on Eastern Michigan, the 24th- ranked team in the
country, and deserve more attention and less "What about
Shane?" questions.

I
if

"I want to get here another
time," said Brandon, who
scored 11 points as Cleveland's representative on the
Eastern Conference team
Sunday night In San Antonio.
"Guys already have mentioned to me that it's going to
be In Cleveland next year, and
they want me there."
Brandon may have been one
of the least-known players on
the floor when the stars were
introduced, but he looked like
he belonged once he got in.
"For someone playing In his
first All-Star Game, he didn't
look nervous at all," Chicago's
Scottie Plppen said. "He was
very composed."
In 20 minutes of playing
time, Brandon had 11 points,
three assists and one rebound.
And although at S-foot-11 he
was the smallest player on the
court, he also blocked a layup
attempt by Denver's 7-foot-l
Dikembe Mutombo.
"I couldn't stop smiling,"
Brandon said. "I felt like a
little kid out there It was unbelievable. It was a pleasure
representing the Cleveland
Cavaliers, the Eastern Conference and Portland [his
hometown]."

One of Brandon's baskets
turned out to be pivotal: His
3-point shot midway through
the second quarter put the
East ahead to stay 44-42.
He scored nine of his 11
points during a 10-minute
stretch that began 1st* In the
first quarter.
The East won 129-118.
Brandon's East teammates
liked having him on the floor
because of the way he handles
the ball.

"I couldn't stop
smiling. I felt like a
little kid out there."
Terrell Brandon
Cavaliers point guard

'1 think most people want to
see the starters sod not Terrell Brandon. I was appreciative of the minutes I got,"
Brandon said. "The All-Stars
wanted me In because we
dldnt have any true ballhandlers on our team. It was
nice to have great players
wanting you In the game and
wanting you to do well."
Brandon blocked Mutombo's layup early In the fourth
quarter.
"It was all about timing,''
Brandon said. "He was going 5j
up and dldnt see me"

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

CHECK IT OUTI
Laam mom about Danoa Marathon and how ID
KI involved. Wad. Fab. 14 at 10pm in 104 BA.
1 queeDona cal rha Danca Mammon Office
at 372-0530.
Coaaoaor Education and

ATTENTION MNORITY STUOEKTS
OaaratlontMORC
Minority Caraar Falr

Wadnaaday. Fabruary 1«h
1.00-S :00 pm
Orand BeStoeia
Bring • nan - Bring • Mendll

SCHOLARSHIPS
Appacationa tor 1888 87 acholarih.pt am
now avaUUa to ilidena in rha College ol
Education and Ailiad Prolaaalona. Forma may
ba pickad up In (■ Oaan'a Otfca. 444 Ed.
BkJa Cornplalad apolicationamuat ba
returned by Friday. March let

College of Education

2-2481 datalle

ACupolCuHu™
Ttaa areek'a Vaianona'i cup of culture a locua
trig on tomance. marnag*, and love. A canal or
rraamaaonel atudama wal ta* about tiaaa aubtacat and anataar queaaona Rarraahmenta art
b* aarvad. Oroantted A eponeored by tie
World Sajdent timhttnn.
Plata: On-Campua Student Canar
Tana: 3:30-4:30pm Wadnaaday

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Ooldan Kay National Hanar Society Ptaa
Social. Fabruary 1*Ui 7pm at Campoa I
leyee. Fraa Plua • Flee Pliia - Free Ptaa
Plua AS
Ooldan Kay Membera aalooiaal Baa Yau
Tharal

LEADERSHIP AWARD
Sanaa In tie Cottage ol Educaaon
A Aliad PrcJeeaone am muted to apply
lor tha FBnakJ L Ruaaall LaadaraNp Award
recognizing itudana who heve damonataiad
eicepeonei laadarahip aceey trough
coaaga. uniwjraity and/or prolaaaajna)
organize tone Dalai* and appecaeon
terma avajaMa In 444 Educ. BMg.
Daadbna: March 1

Do you think you know everything
about ADS?
Wad.. Fab. 14 ©8:00pm
FREE ADMISSION - Faculty Lounga
Canllad ACS aducaiora wal diacuaa
currant ADS itaMtice, univaraal
precaution, and into about THE QUILT.
Sponsored by UAO. can 2-7184 lor mom Into
DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVEO
ONE FOR
VALENTt«'8DAY7
ARE YOU LOOKS*! FOB A GREAT OFT AT
A
QOOO PRICE?
UAO AHSAWU. BE SELLING
BALLOON BOUQUETS M THE UNION
FOYER
FEB. 12-1410AAMPM
WE WIX DELIVER OMCAMPUSIH
??TS CALL 372-7184 FOR BfO
CASH. CHECK. OR BURSAR

BGSU ROWING CLUB
Mandatory Maaangl
ThuriFab.15.Bpjn.
Oacamplflbby

DISNEY BAHAMA CRUMK
Cw-bought apao* B public. 7 SBM, 8 nlghta.
t1S9parpamon.Cal407-SS1-8008a«. 17.

Salar Sax Worklhop
Faculty Lounga-3rd Floor Union
Fa0.20al8p.m.
Sponaorad by UAO at 2-7184

HEY EVERY BOOYI
Kava you nominatad aomaoody tor
tha igosMaalarTaachar Aamrdf
Halp racognba laacMng aicaaanca,
pick up a nommaoon form at tha
Mart Alumni Cantar by S Fridayl
Cant gat in In by than?
Givaua a cal at 2-88481

Vaktmlna'a Party
An Al-Campua Evant aponaorad by t»
World St uda« Aaaoclat Ion
Programa of tha night
Kanaka
FraaFooda
World Muaic Raggaa. Salaa. Oofca
Gamaa(WSA-SingladOuf)
Coma caktbraai Valan«na'i day tor alnglaa A

LAWsccsrrvSpaakarDougCubbany
Probation orTicar and tormar
Pnvaia Invaaboaax
BA 115.1pm

Oaa>:Sal. Fab. 17,1888
T«na: 7:30pm- 12am
Ptoca: 11ti Floor onanhauarWaat

Tonight
LAW SOCIETY

Don! Mae the Hockey Gamel
BSGU va. Ilnoia - Chicago
Sat Fab 17. 1888 © 7pm
BGSU lea Aram
Firal 200 paopla c anand tve game
»MI receive a Falcon or ka Skating pan
aponaorad by UAO-2-7184

10VEAT
FIRST BITE.

Criminal iSBBBS OrganhaMen
Meeting
Wadnaaday. Fab. 14 at 8 p.m.
inRoom117BA
KathyJoneetromlheUS Mamhaliwfl
betpeoking E»aryonalaaialcoma.

Management Inc.
Ann: lialnaaaBluda
Coma tea wnalAPICS-Amancan
Production t Invaniory Control SoaetyaaaaboutlBABuadxg
Wad Fat) 14,8a.m.-2pm.
Tram. Fa0i5.Sam.2pm

Ann: HgM 300 St udenla
Cheek cut APCS-American
Production 1 Inventory Control Society
A memberilWp table wit oa tat up In
rhaBAbuMngon
Wed. Fab. 14.Bam.-2p.rn.
Thur.Feb. 15.8am.-2p m

SUMMER
BUSINESS
Are you an
entreprenuer?
• Great Opportunity
• Low Start-up cost
• Management training
• Earn up to $600/week
• Vehicle required
CALL GREENLAND
IRRIGATION
1-800-265-7691

EUROPE
LONDON
PARIS
HMSTEHDRM
FRflNHFURT
ROME

$219
$239
$275
$239
$309

Inn Ins kM id MI led M I I! pcM»
F«K M M KB* (Mail lots M MKHan IKWCS
:wa^attltal««la^ll1XM!!IKIami
I* M MINIMUM IMKa*MMt eft*
pM*K*hli!(W|rraaMBkicalMltBM<!nNMMN«ISaa»lMNfas<almn

si «MKI II ctati-

IHIIKIMI

Travel

^

CIEE: Coaacil ea leferaatieaal
Uucaliaaal Eickaaft

DO-B-CDUN
[1-800-22G-8G24]

im

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan
and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at
$350. 353-5800
BUY ANY REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE FOR 99c*
Bite into a big, meaty Subway sub and you'll know
you've got a good thing going And with a deal like this,
you can get one lor your favorite valentine loo
B*
fa
^
W
•yV

1M1 N Main St. (taakto Bamaya) 3S2-SO0S
82» S.Main 354-2608
S24 E-Wooaaar BL 352«CO
1802 E. Wooalar SL (Inalda Bamaya) 354^2800
Woodland Mall Location 352 7278

■■
continued on p. lij-';

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
We'U take
caxe of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

'Second looSong sub muat ba ol

\
aV
'♦JV.

aqual or lesser price Umit One
coupon par customer per visit Not
good in combaiafton */*, any othar a(>
oSar Odaraxpiraa

2/29/96

V

jr

^

A/C
on sits laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
■
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

5 sites to J
choose from:

•*>•« «"»*

aSUB

Management Inc.
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, 215 E.
Poe Rd., Starts at $225.
ALL utilities included. Half
the Security Deposit holds
it now 353-5800.

i

Great
Amenities:

Management Inc.
Huge 1 brdms.,215E.
Poe Rd. laundry on site,
lots of parking. Starts at
$330/mo. +elec.

AKcanPaoplaiAaa xaaoo
Pmaai
Thuraday, Fabruary 22
Oavaiopant fei Artcan: bonlaa.
Conoadcaona and Proapacta
AlacajrabyProl.SarnualADoh
430 p.m 110BA
Friday. February 23
Mow NigM, ip.m 1007 BA

s

/

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzle Rentals £
The Farm

Call Today!
354-6036

130 E«it Washington St.
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AT GAMERS
Wednesday Night
Grasshopper Pie

continued from p. 11

WOMEN M COMMUNICATIONS
THURS..FEB 15.7:30PM 100 BA
SPEAKER: SUE YOUNG FROM THE
BGSU COOP OFFICE.
TOPIC: CURRENT CO-OP JOBS AND
HOW TO OET THEM.

LOST & FOUND
FOUNOBIack vinyl lotto win initials BISYSon comer of Summit and Woosier. CeJ
352-2217.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy lasts Confidential and
caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Canlaf

HITCHTHESKCS
CarrityMex only $189 r/1
Europe $169/ Low Domestic Rates
AIRHITCH
800-326-2009

AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO
SPEND VALENTINE'S DAY WfTH
THE ALPHA CHISI
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 14,9-10PM
RUSH ALPHA CHI OMEGA
AXO - AXO - AXO - AXO - AXO
Bathing Sulta 25-70% off.
Collogiala Connection
531 Ridge St
Bathing Suite 25%-70% of!
Coilagiata Connaciion 531 Ridga St.
Brewslers Believe it or Noll
3-9 Happy Hour Special!
tt tpaoala on pinta. hot dogs, and wingsi
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL - SPAGHETTI
Includ.. ona trip aalad bar A garlic braad
$3.99 11 am - 9pm Dine In Plcli up only.
DAYTONA f134yparaon lor 7 nlghta. 1124
lor 6 nlghta. Slay beachfront In tha heart of
SPRING BREAK! call 1 -eOO-W-7423

PERSONALS

A Nat* Yaar, a Healthy Body!
SHMMK sessions,
baginnlng In February.
ChooaaTuaa. 11-12:30 or

Wad. 12.30-5
For student, looking for a paraonal
aallng plan lo promota a
healthier body.

C.ll 372-9355 lo raglalar.
BGSU Canlar lor Wallnaaa A Prevention

AOU'AON'AOII
Tha sisiers of Alpha Ornicron Pi would like K>
invite you lo Opan Ruth, Wed 8 8 45. »9 45
Coma and hava soma fun I
AOII'AOirAOII

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away lo the honest action in Florida
where guys meet girls! New motel on the
ocean. AAA-ated. beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar opan 24 hours Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1-800-682-0919.
DoarCralg,
Happy Valenllne'a Day Hon!
Prepare for an evening of Iota of tun.
Your Journey baglne on Wooeter St reel
It's where we flral met-You In bare feel!
Low, Snarl
Disc over Europe
Summer Travel in Europe
Financial Aid Available
Everyone Invited. AAA representative will provide Travel to Europe into. Into meeting-Tuee..
Fab 20. 9 p.m 1000 BAA. For more into eel:
Dr. Kent at 2-8080 or 2-2646 Dr. CrutOe at
2-8180

KD-DanelleFk.rl.n-KO
The siaters of Kappa Delta would like lo congratulate Danene on her recent engagement lo
Chris Saytor. We wish you guys tie best of
luck!
KD-Danelle Florlsn-K0
KKQ•KKQ•KKO•KKQ•KKG•KKQ
Get psyched lor phUantiropies rnis weekend
Kappas aref 11

KKO■KKG-KOO•KKO•KKQ-KKO
KKG'KKQ'KKO * KKG'KKG'KKO
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would
list to congratulate Jessica Snankle on being
selected as a Rho Chi. We are proud of you!
KKO' KKO' KKO ■ KKG' KKG - KKO
KOREYHEISELMAN
Happy Valenllne'a Day!!!
Keep in mind your 21*1 In only 3 daya away
You know what tonight's gift ie going lo be
But you don't know your 21 at
present from me!!!
Hava a wonderful week! I
Do you think I can keep a aecret
without a leak??
Happy 21allll
love Always,
Nlkkl
IA«ion ol scholarshije 337,000 sources $10
Billion. Regardless ol grades, parents Income.
Recording 800-555-6534 Code AS
NIKKI HERMAN'
Happy Valentine's Dayill
Keepin mind,your 21stis only 81 daya
away 11 know what both gifts are. your
house is very leaky I Have a wonderful
weekl Happy Valentine's Day, Barney!
love, Korey

DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GIFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO 6 HSA W«_l BE SELLING BALLOON
BOUQUETS
IN THE UNION FOYER FEB 1214 10AM-4PM
WE WILL DELIVER ON-CAMPUSIII
???-S CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK OR BURSAR
Don! Mas the Hooey Gamei
BCSUvs Illinois-Chicago
Sat Fab 17.1996 ©7pm
BGSU toe Arena
Firat 200 people lo attend the game
will receive a Falcon or Ice Skating pen
sponsored by UAO "2-7164

m
DINNER

^H

146 North Main

Bowling Green

Don't rum your spnng vacation because you're
loo cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning ■ 352-7889
Grama., Scholarahlpe Available!!!
Bllllona ol (SS In private funding.
Quality Immedatery. 1 -800-4 00-0209.

Operation: MORE
Minority Creer Fair
Wednesday. February 14th
1:00-5 00 PM-Crand Ballroom
Bring a Resume - Bring a Friend!!
Summer foba * Permanent hire,
Internehlpe
2-2451 details
PHIMU-PHIMU-PHIMU
PHI MU Opan Rush
Ttiurs. Feb. 15.9-10p.rn.
at tha Phi Mu house located
behind the Un,on
The bond we share means
friendship for allletimet
PHI MU-PHI MU'PHI MU
PHI TAU'PHI TAU'PHI TAU'PHI TAU
Brother of the Week Kevin Hartman
Good Job at Rush i
PKT"CongratulatJona-PKT

RUSH SIGMA KAPPA
The si stars of Sigma Kappa
would tike to invite you to
our open houses on
Monday. Feb. 12 4 Thurs..Feb 15
from9-10p.m.
Any quee. cal 2-2385
RUSH SIGMA KAPPA

Play
Centerfold
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND ■ SPRING BREAK
Why same tor a cramped hotel room? Sunchase IV has spacious 1,2, A 3 bedroom fumlahad condos at affordable rates Deal directly
with onsile management, not third party promoters. Great location, on the beach, & excel
lent amenities. Special Rales: 1 bdrm $650 (4
peopley 2 bdrm $950 (6 people,/ 3
bdrm $1350 (8 people). Call M free (800)
944-8818.
Internet.
http^rwww .hilne.net/-fees.
Spnng Break Panama City Beach Florida Irom
$99 per person per week. Tiki Beach Bar,
Huge Beachside hot tub. Free information
1-800-488-8828.
Spring Break Ona Slop Shopping
All destinations, most tour companies
Tired of searching every bulletin board?
Save Time! I Call Jim 352-8641 today ill
SPRING BREAK '96 With only 1 week lo
llv.-DON'T BLOW ITU BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRCESI Florida A
Padre $109. Bahama. $389. JamakrarCancun $399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSpUsh Tours 1-800-426-7710.
USG • USG • USG • USG
DISTRICT ONE SEAT AVAILABLE!
IF YOU LIVE IN PROUT OR OFFENHAUER
AND WANT TO MAKE DIFFERENCE
AT BGSU APPLY NOWl
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE M
406 STUDENT SERVICES
THE DEADLINE IS: THURSDAY, FEB. 18TH
BY 5:00PM
USG ' USG • USG ' USG
USG-USG-USG-USG
You can change the face of BGSU!
Apply tor! 996-1BB7
USG President, Vlce-Preeld.nl. or
At-Large Senator
'Petitions for candidacy available
Feb. S in 405 Student Servlcea
'Pennons due Feb. 14 ati2 p m.
- in405Sludenl Service
-Mandatory meeting for all candidates
on the 2nd floor lounge ol Student Services
on Feb. 14
Wool Sweater close out
Only $30.1 week only.
JT Carryout' 405 Thuratn

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For Inlocal 301-306-1207.
J3S.COO/YR INCOME potential. Reading
books. Toll Free (I) 800-696-9776 En R 2076
tor details.
250 Counselors & Inskuciora needed!
Private, coed Bummer camp In Pocono Mtna.,
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan, Box 234BG,
Kensworth. NJ 07033(906) 276-0996.
SO GYMNASTICS POSITIONSCoaching/Program Directing in prestigious
children's summer camps In NY, PA and New
England. Be available 6/16-6718. Top facilities. Free room,, board, travel. Top salaries.
Call Arlene: 1-600-443-6428: 516-433-8033.
Choose from over 30 camps!
Are you: 'Outgoing
°Selp Moovaied
•Goal Oriented
'A Team Player
'Sales experience helpful but not necessary.
The BG News is looking tor successful advertising account executives tor Fal 1996/ Spring
1997. Applies sons available a! 204 West Han
or call John Vuosiok at 372-2605 tor more details
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poel!k>ns! Coed eummer camp. Pocono
Ulna. PA. Good aalaryfllpal (908) 669-3339.
FrTNESS NSTRUCTORS
Openings avail, tor amal communities in Henry
County. Previous axp. oral, but not needed.
Call Sarah at 419-592 4015 for detail!
Home Health Aides Needed
tor FT 6 PT work. Cal on
Duty Medical 8a - 4p O 1 -800-506-8773.
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. 145.000 income potential.
Call I B00-513-4343EH. B-9B49.

WANTED
Looking for anyone who taped last Friday's
X-Fasa.Hyou have It, call Larry ai354-!0t3
Mala or female subieaser from now until May
$22&rno Close to campus. Electric A phone
only. Very nice apt Call 353-3212.

Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next eummer. Earn $6.000-810.000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH. Ml, IN,
including Cleveland, Columbus. Youngstown,
Cindnnati. and more. 800-887-1960.

Telephone interviewing P/T. No Sales. Some
days mostly weekends. Flexible scheduling in
Porrysburg 874-5642.

HELP WANTED

Warned: Mature responsible person with tie
following abilities: technical drawing, blueprint
preparation, supervise and manage small shop
crew. Full knowledge of industrial power and
molor conlrol 120, 240, 480 volla. Will work independentiy from project design to completion.
Musi be familiar with project coating and purchasing. Musi carry themselves professionalry.
Significant experience could substitute degree
Send resume with salary history and requirements to:
Operations Manager
P.O. Box 161
Costlier. Ohio 43516

tCruise Ships Hiring! Students Needed' tU •
free travel (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii!)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Eiper. Necessary.
Ode 919-929-4398 e«l CO! 73

YMCA Camp Willson in Bellelontaine OH.
Seeks energetic staff for summer season.
Many positions avail, ind. counseling, office
ass'l.. horseback, mstr. nurse Pay Ind. room &
board. Call 1-600-423-0427 tor application.

Subieaser needed immediately, apartment
close to campus. •! 75/mo. Call 352-6421, ask
tor Nikki or call 874 5868 daytime or 666-5427
after 6 p.m.
WANTEDNINTENDO GAMES
I'm looking to by Nintendo Entertainment
System Games. WiH pay reasonable price. Call
372-3789 il interested. Ask lor Mike.

67 Oldsmobila 4 door, gray-color, new tires.
runs excellent. Asking 8850. Call 353-2532:
alter 7pm 352-2223.
12 x 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed oeikngs, garden tub.
' furnace, water healer,
door Iinaulaaon.
•Mar, Door
and back door. Must see imenor to appreciate.
Asking teSOO. Only 10 miles from BG, Lawndale. i88 (Wesion). 669-3910.
19 indi SpedeJzed Stumpjumpor M2FS, moist
matrix frame, FSX CarborvTi front suspension, many extras Just overhauled, ridden hall
»950, call 353-6050.
For Sale: Canon Starwrtter 30 Word Pro
cessor Like new. S200 or beat otter. Cat
372-1267.
Multicolored suede jacket Extra large. 860.
Call 353-5180.
Spring Break Specials Cancun 4 Jamaical
111% Lowes! Price Guaranteel 7 Nights Air I
Howl From S429I Save $100 On Focd/Orlnkal
http://www.apringbreaktravel.com
1-60CK78-63a6
Spring Breakl Panama City 18 Days Room With
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Beat Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
Beadies-Near Disney) $1691 Daytona $1391
hup.//www.sprlngbreaklravel.com
1-800-676-6366.
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals * 6 Free Paroesl
Gieal Beaches/Nightiilel Leaves From Fl
!
a
u
d
e
r
d
e
I
e
I
httpyAvww.sprirtgbreak.travel.com
1-800-678-6386.

FOR RENT

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parka.
Forests 6 Wildlife Preserves. Excellent benefits t bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620 eit.
N55444.

Sudani Publications is now accepting applications for account executives lo sell yellow page
advertising in the BGSU campus directory.
Successful canddaiss must be available to
work 20 hours per week, April through Jury, be
aggressive, well-organized, and Interned in
earning great pay. To apply, slop by 204 West
Hall or cal Toby at 372-0430 tor more intormapon. Leave a message.

Wool Sweeter. Close out
Only $30.1 weak only.
JT Carryout ■ 405 Thurstin.

FOR SALE

1 bedroom apt. All utilities paid.
Close to campus. Aug.-Aug.

$350/month 352-5475
2 bedroom apt. All utilities paid.
Close to campus. May-May. $435/mo.

3525475
353-0325' Cany Rentals
Apartments tor 96-97 school year
300t>oc«oll Morry 9. 12.15monthloa»ii5
835 Sth Si 3 beds. 1 bath, $750 plua utf.
319 1/2 Ridge. 1 bad. 1 bath, $275 plus utiHties. Call John Propose 3S2-9392.
Efflc. 1 A 2 bdrm. apis in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-6917, (no calls after 900pm).
House - 238 Troup. No pets, references required, $750 plus utii. Avail. May 15. 1996 thru
May 15,1997.352-6847.
House for Rent
138 Palmar. 3 bdrm. Avail NOW!
AC. Washer/dryer hookup, range, refrig.,
$560 dep . $560/mo. Tenants pay al util. Cal

354-2280.
House-309 N. Church Si. Avail Aug. 15. 1996
rhru Aug 15, 1997. No pels. re), req $495 plus
util. Avail. Immediately. 352-8847.
Houses, 1 8 2 bedroom Furnished apts
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454
Now Available/ 1 bdrm. turn. & unfurn. apts
Cozy cottagecharm. 1 block from campus.
FREE gas heal, water, sewer. Pets permitted.
Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620 (Our only olfice.)
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-8800

&|

fidult Video
StarJet
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Are You:

reb id<S 27-28
When OU Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body
ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Of Sunshine
To Your Life!

U7or!d famous Amateur Contest
I

Tonight

• Outgoing

Vafentir.es i
Dance Specials T
rr\
Girl/Girl Rev.
\JJ
fid C>ay 4 Night Teb ,
^ Amateur Aftenv
Contest refc 16th, t

• Self Motivated
• Goal Oriented
• A Team Player

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher

135S Byriu Rd« Toledo*631-0076• htsp-J/wwW.showgirl com

• Sales experience
helpful, but not necessary

• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home„

5?

*Excellent compensation based on performance.

Bring this coupon over to
Packo's for good food
and even better deals.
with the sauce &

*Must have reliable transportation.

2 BIG BOWLS of SPICY
& 2-16OZ. barrels of DLLK...

$9.40 WHAT A DEAL!
Arbors of'Boiding Qrun
360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, off S Main
St.)
Co" for Our Affordable Rotes
353 98II

Good Monday -Thursday
after 3:30 p.m. with college ID.
1902 Front St. at Consaul •691-6054
5827 Monroe St. in Sylvania •885-4500

The B.G. news is looking for successful advertising
account executives for fall 1996/spring 1997.
Applications available at 204 West Hall or call John
Virostek at 372-2605 for more details.
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